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Terms of reference 

In March 2004, Mr Paul Schaberg of the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory at UCT initiated 

this project. Sa sol has invested in considerable equipment to facilitate direct imaging of 

diesel combustion, both in an engine and a constant volume bomb. Furthermore it has 

acquired a propriety software system to scientifically analyse such images. It is envisaged 

that this equipment be used as a research tool to compare fuels and to better understand 

diesel combustion. In order to successfully achieve this, the method of combustion imaging 

and image analysis needs to be mastered and understood. 

The specific instructions of the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory were to: 

1) Modify the cylinder head of the Hydra engine to accommodate a modern water cooled 

pressure transducer and ensure that by this the load of the engine can be accurately 

metered and controlled. 

2) Master the technique of capturing the highest quality images possible in the Hydra 

engine. 

3) Research and understand how the software system analyses the images. 

4) Asses the limitations and benefits of the method with the equipment available. 

5) Develop an experimental procedure to compare two diesel fuels with slightly different fuel 

properties. 

6) Conduct experiments to test and reveal what the method is capable of. 

7) Complete the development of the SAFL constant volume combustion bomb. 

8) Develop a system for capturing images in the combustion bomb. 

9) Use the combustion bomb to verify testing done in the Hydra engine. 

10) Draw conclusions on the effectiveness of the method and make recommendations for 

improvements and future tests. 
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Abstract 

This project involves an investigation of combustion image analysis by the two-colour method 

as a technique for comparing diesel fuels. The purpose is to master the technique of 

combustion imaging in both an engine and a Combustion Bomb, with a view to determine the 

suitability of the two-colour method for fuel comparisons. To evaluate the abilities of the 

method, an intensive range of testing was conducted on two diesel fuels with slightly different 

fuel properties. 

Sasol has invested in considerable means to facilitate combustion imaging and analysis in a 

diesel engine and a Combustion Bomb. A Ricardo Hydra single cylinder research engine was 

modified for endoscopic optical access of the AVL VisioScope system which was acquired. 

Furthermore a Combustion Bomb was designed and built for a wide range of fuel testing and 

primarily for excellent optical access to combustion events. The AVL VisioScope includes 

proprietary software that uses the two-colour method for analysis of combustion images to 

determine the diesel flame temperature and soot concentration. 

The reference fuel is a conventional diesel fuel which is blended to meet current European 

specifications. The model fuel is a synthetic, highly paraffinic diesel fuel with no aromatics or 

sulphur and a high cetane number. These two fuels are expected to have slightly different 

combustion properties and the analysis of the combustion images will reveal to what extent 

the two-colour method can expose these differences. 

To compliment the engine testing, the two fuels were compared using the Combustion Bomb. 

Initially this involved the relocation and some additional development to commission the 

bomb in a suitably operational condition. Once the bomb was operating reliably, a range of 

tests were conducted on the two test fuels in an effort to simulate the engine conditions as 

far as possible. The Combustion Bomb allows direct optical access to the entire injector 

flame area, thus providing considerably better images than in the engine where only part of 

the combustion chamber is visible. 

It is envisaged that the method can be used to gain valuable insight into the combustion 

characteristics of different fuels. Furthermore the knowledge of in-cylinder combustion 

phenomena can be better understood. 
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A considerable amount of combustion images and data were collected from both the engine 

and the Combustion Bomb and was analysed to extract data representing flame temperature 

and soot concentration for each image. This was done in the best possible way that the 

available software could achieve, although a newer version can offer greater image analysis 

potential. The results were compared for the two fuels and some differences were revealed. 

The model fuel has a high cetane number and is therefore expected to ignite earlier than the 

reference fuel. In all tests this effect was clearly shown and quantified by the optical two

colour image results. 

The optical flame temperature results also revealed differences between the two fuels over 

the time period from start of combustion to well beyond the end of injection. The model fuel 

exhibits a higher initial flame area at high temperature due to earlier combustion, but quickly 

drops below the reference fuel during injection. This effect was noticed in the engine tests 

and verified by the Combustion Bomb results. Interestingly this apparent deviation in the 

flame temperature at this point was reflected in the engine pressure trace for the model fuel. 

The Combustion Bomb revealed that after injection stops the model fuel tends to burn with 

higher temperature areas for a longer time than the reference fuel. This indicates better 

combustion in the after burn phase which should result in lower soot emissions, as revealed 

in some other literature with similar model fuels. The engine results did not pick up this 

phenomenon as clearly due to the turbulence and swirl that is present in the engine. 

The optical temperature results from the Combustion Bomb are particularly interesting as 

they seem to show the effect of the different phases of diesel combustion. High initial 

temperature areas reflect the premixed combustion phase after which the flame area above 

threshold temperatures drops before rising to a peak during the diffusion combustion phase. 

As injection stops the flame area at high temperature rises and drops gradually as the fuel 

burns, representing the after burn phase. The results show that collectively over the range of 

images captured, the reference fuel has a higher number of pixels at high temperature than 

the model fuel. This result was found in both the engine tests and the Combustion Bomb. 

The potential for more detailed analysis than this exists if direct access to the processed 

image data was possible, but this was not possible with the available system. 
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Based on the foregoing information and results, the following conclusions were drawn: 

• This technique has proved to be effective for the purpose of comparing different fuels 

as significant differences were established in the results. Some of these differences 

can be explained by the fuel properties of the two test fuels, while some other 

differences observed hold possible new insight into in-cylinder combustion 

phenomena not yet fully understood. 

• The optical results indicated that the reference fuel exhibited higher collective flame 

temperature areas over the combustion range; however the flame area at high 

temperature of the model fuel was found to be slightly higher after injection stops. 

• The results obtained from the engine and the combustion bomb concur by 

demonstrating similar trends with respect to the difference between the two test fuels. 

The combustion bomb results verify the engine results to a large extent and hold 

additional useful information. 

• The method of extracting the numerical image results used in this project contains 

little value compared to what can potentially be achieved with improved software 

abilities. The results presented are heavily dependant on flame area and reveal no 

spatial information of the flame structure. A more detailed fuel comparison could be 

achieved if the raw data assigned to each processed image pixel could be accessed. 

• Engine results were further limited by soot deposits on the endoscope widow. 

While this project has been successful in achieving what it set out to do, it has highlighted 

areas that need to be improved to realise the potential of this method to compare and 

characterise different fuels more effectively using this technique. 

A number of recommendations have been made to further improve the systems in place to 

improve the quality of the images and the data generated. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. Introduction 

Photography of combustion within an engine is a specialised operation that has been 

undertaken by only a few laboratories throughout the world. Many different methods have 

been attempted, including the construction of glass engines, but the only method that does 

not directly interfere with the combustion process as it would occur in a standard engine is 

endoscopy. 

Capturing the images is half the story though; the analysis of the images is where the real 

science comes in. The two-colour method has been used to determine flame temperature 

from luminosity for many years. (Agnew, 1961) The method has been refined over time and 

has been the subject of a number of different research endeavours where measurement of 

flame temperature is of interest. 

Engine testing specialists, AVL, have to some extent been the pioneers in offering 

combustion chamber endoscopy as a commercially available technology. They have 

developed a complete system to capture images and analyse them by means of the two

colour method. The system is called the AVL VisioScope and in conjunction with their 

propriety ThermoVision software it can offer detailed insight into flame temperature and soot 

concentration information for images taken of diesel combustion. (AVL, 2001) 

Sasol has invested in the abovementioned apparatus and this project is a thorough 

investigation of combustion imaging by means of an endoscope system and image analysis 

using the two-colour method. The focus of the investigation is specifically to gauge its 

suitability as a tool for comparing the combustion characteristics of different diesel fuels. 

Sasol is a world leader in the production synthetic fuels from coal and gas. Intensive 

research is encouraged to gain a better understanding about the differences of these fuels in 

an effort to further improve fuel quality and gain associated benefits. 

The focus of fuel research in recent times has been on exhaust emissions where exhaust 

gasses are analysed in every last detail. A less exact science, but one of considerable 

interest is in-cylinder emission formation. It is envisaged that with a sound understanding of 

this method and confidence in its results, it can be used to gain valuable insight in the field of 

in-cylinder combustion research. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. 1. Problem definition 

With a view to detailed comparisons of fuels, the system and method needs to be mastered 

and fully understood. This project follows on from previous work which was to equip the 

Hydra test engine to conform to the specifications of a modern high pressure common rail 

diesel engine with electronic engine management. The engine was also modified to allow for 

optical access of the endoscopes. The next logical step is to rigorously test the method and 

optimise its use. With a well documented and sound understanding of the system as a whole, 

it can then become a valuable research tool. 

1.2. Objectives 

• Optimise the equipment available to obtain the best possible combustion images 

A good image is a direct view of a complete injection plume. The endoscope needs to be 

positioned in an area that minimises soot fouling and gets the best possible viewing angle. 

The procedure of optimised image capture needs to be recorded and used for the 

comparative testing procedure. 

• Set up an experimental procedure to conduct tests of two different fuels. 

This needs to be done in such a way that it covers a large range of operation without 

introducing an unmanageable number of variables. 

• Analyse the range of image data by the two-colour method and make comparisons 

in a logical way that will reveal the useful information that the system can offer. 

• Apply the system to investigate other interesting optical research topics 

Testing will include images using flash light illumination to look at injector spray and start of 

combustion phenomena for a visual comparison. 

• Compliment the engine results by similar testing on the Combustion Bomb 

The process to incorporate the VisioScope to work with the bomb needs to be established, 

and similar comparative testing conducted. The objective is to use these results to add value 

and hopefully verify the results of the engine testing. Comparisons between applying the two

colour method to the engine and Combustion Bomb can be drawn. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.3. Layout of document 

This document is structured in a way that allows the reader to use it as a manual for further 

testing. The following section includes a detailed overview of the theory behind the 

methodology. A broader overview of the effect of fuel properties is then given in an effort to 

be able to discuss the results in this context. 

In Chapter 3, the relevant literature is surveyed, looking particularly at development and use 

of the two-colour method in fuel testing. Literature on combustion imaging and comparative 

fuel testing is briefly discussed where relevant. 

Chapter 4 describes the apparatus used in detail and how it is best set up. 

From this point on the chapters are structured in two parts, looking first at the Hydra Engine 

and then at the Combustion Bomb in each case. This is done such that the two fields of 

research can compliment each other within the same chapter. 

The experimental procedure followed is detailed in Chapter 5 which begins with various 

procedures used and testing conducted to optimise the final test procedure. 

The main results are presented in Chapter 6 and then discussed in Chapter 7 with a view to 

explain differences observed with respect to the fuel properties. The extent to which this can 

tie up with conventional wisdom and other test results will determine the success of the 

method. 

A number of conclusions and recommendations for future work are made. The appendices 

include operating instructions and design modifications made to the specific systems used in 

this project. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretica! Background 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1. Overview of diesel combustion 

ThtJ combustion of diesel fuel in a direct injection compression ignition engine can be 

summarised as follows Fuel IS injected directly into the cylinder at very high pressure 

through a multi hole electronically controlled injector This process results in a finely 

atomlsed spray plume of diesel droplets entering the cylinder which contains air at high 

pressure and temperature The liquid fuel vaporises and mixes with air to form zones of 

flammable fuel mixtures. Auto·ignition occurs in these premixed regions and a diffusion flame 

develops. This is also referred to as the onset of sooting combustion as soot os formed and 

thtJn burned in the diffusion flame 

Recent laser sheet diagnostic testing in DI diesel engines have been used to deve lop a 

better understanding of diesel combustion which is different to early models based on steady 

spray combustion in furnaces and gas turbines. (Dec. 1997) The three main phases of diesel 

combustion can be described with greater insight uSing thtJ Dec model 

Igni tion delay This is defined as the time taken between start of Injection iSOI) and thtJ 

start of combustion (SOC) During this ignition delay period a certain amount of fuel entrains 

hot cylinder air leading to vaporisation around the periphery of the liquid spray plume, The 

amount of premixed fuel prior to auto-Ignition is determined by the length of the ignition 

delay_ This is indicated by the cetane number of the fuel 

Premixed Combust ion. The premixed aor-fuel mixture ignites as It enters the flammability 

limits of the fuel The fuel is partially o~idlsed In a rich premixed reaction Hydroxyl iOH) 

radicals are released in the premixed burn, but thtJ flame has a low luminosity and can be 

viewed by chemiluminescence This mixture burns rapid ly resulbngln high heat release rates 

and rates of pressure rise that are characteristic of this phase 

Mixing Controlled Combustion. Once the premixed fuel has ~en consumed the heat 

release rate IS controlled by the rate at which a mixture becomes available for combustion A 

turbulent diffusion flame fo rms around the products of the premixed phase which begins the 

transition to the moxing contrOlled phase. This results in the ignition of locally rich mixtures 

and consequently the formation and combust ion of larger soot particles This occurs at the let 
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CIJilpter 2' TlJeoreticill Bilckground 

periphery and the soot conCentration increases throughout the \lortex regIon at the head of 

the Jet The burning of carbon partIcles at high temperature releases a large amount of 

radiation lIIh ich is \lisible as an orange flame of \larying brightness 

The Dec model IS based 011 combustioll duri llg injection. The organised structure of this 

model fails away after injection stops and th,s 's often referred to as the after burn phase 

Most of the soot is burned with the fuel at the diffusion flame; howe\ler the soot that is not 

burned here becomes an exhaust emission NOx emissions originate In the high temperature 

regions of the diffusion flame where both oxygen and nitrogen are present NO. can also 

form in post combustion hot gas regions (Ferguson. 2001) 

A study by Musculus and Cicone (2005) presented imaging of low temperature diesel 

combustion This IS summilrised in the following figure which illustrates the start of diesel 

combustion \lery well. It shows that mixing is least complete at the head of the spray lIIhere 

OH ,s defiCrent and the fuel mil<.ture is rich, hence soot combustionillit iates there. This puts 

the 'sooting flame' into perspective IIIhlch IS re levant as ,t w,ll be referred to extens,vely ,n 

following sections of this document 
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Figure 2·1: Schematic model of a diesel flame from various optical tech niq ueS 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

2.2. Theory of the two-colour method 

The focus of this project is to evaluate the method of extracting scientific data pertaining to 

physical properties using only the radiation exposed to a CCD camera. The method has 

been used and refined over many years and has been put together in a software package by 

engine testing specialists, AVL. It is important to understand the basic theory upon which the 

system operates in order to better understand the results that are revealed in the end. 

The software is based upon the two-colour method which has been researched extensively 

over many years and by many accounts shown to be a very effective way of determining 

flame temperature from the radiation of soot particles during combustion. This section 

describes the details of the method as researched by Matsui et al (1979), Bakenhus and 

Reitz (1999), Zhao (2001) and (AVL, 2001) 

The method is entirely based on flames arising from the combustion of soot particles. After 

diesel injection there is an ignition delay phase, followed by thermal ignition. Diesel 

combustion thereafter involves the formation and combustion of soot particles which is a 

diffusion process. In oxygen deficient zones, carbon is released as soot which is oxidised 

again in the after-burn phase. 

In a sooting diesel flame the two-colour method uses the measured thermal radiation of soot 

particles to calculate the temperature of soot particles within the flame. The method therefore 

actually determines the temperature of the soot particles and makes the assumption that this 

is equal to the gas temperature. The credibility of this assumption has been researched 

extensively by Millikan (1961) and as a start this is described briefly below. 

Relationship between soot particle temperature and combustion gasses 

Soot samples from a diesel flame examined under an electron microscope show that the 

soot is made up of agglomerates of individual spherical particles with a diameter in the order 

of 50nm. The gas temperature can be calculated assuming that the continuous flow equation 

holds for heat transfer between the particles and gas even though the mean free path of the 

gas molecules within the flame is about one tenth of the soot particle diameter. Also that the 

there is no surface chemical reaction. The following equation is used to calculate the 

temperature of soot particles (Tp) within a gas of temperature (Tg). 
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Where: d = particle diameter 

Cp = specific heat of particle 

YP = specific gravity of particle 

T w = cylinder temperature 

1\g = Heat conductivity of the gas 

(J = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

£ = emissivity of the particle 

t = time 

Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

(Equation 2-1) 

When the gas and soot particles are in thermal equilibrium, the right hand side of the 

equation becomes zero. If the emissivity is assumed to be 1, Tg - Tp = 0.3K. 

Similarly, Schack (1925) also showed that the temperature difference is less than 1 K for 

particles of 300nm diameter in a gas of temperature 1873K, by determining the total 

emissivity of the soot particle from the scattering theory. It was also shown that if there is no 

surface reaction of the soot particle, it may be assumed that the soot particles immediately 

approach the temperature of the surrounding gas. 

Millikan (1961) went further to show by another method that in the case where surface 

reaction is present, the temperature obtained from the radiation of soot particles coincided 

with that of the gas temperature. 

By all accounts it can be assumed with confidence that due to the small particle sizes within 

a sooting flame, the soot particle temperature is approximately the same as the combustion 

gas temperature. 

Soot temperature measurement 

The principle behind the Two-Colour method is to detect the radiation of the soot particles at 

two different wave lengths. The temperature can then be determined by using two equations 

to eliminate an unknown factor of flame emissivity. 

Every body emits electromagnetic radiation due to its finite temperature. The intensity of this 

radiation varies with wavelength and depends on the temperature of the body. A description 

of monochromatic black body radiance was devised by M. Planck in 1900 and further 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

developed by Einstein based on the quantum light theory. The equation for black body 

radiance below is suitable for temperatures under 3000K, where its accuracy has been 

shown to be within 1 %. 

Where: 

N,J1,T)= C,X
s 

exr( - ~~ ) 
Ie = Wavelength (/-lm) 

T = Absolute Temperature (K) 

C1 = Planck's first constant 

= 3.7418 x 10-16 Wm2 

C2 = Planck's second constant 

= 1.4388 x 10-2 mK 

(Equation 2-2) 

If E;.. denotes the monochromatic emissivity of the flame (a non-black body), the 

monochromatic radiance of the flame is described below: 

(Equation 2-3) 

To represent the effective monochromatic radiance of a non-black body in terms of the 

monochromatic radiance of a black body, an apparent temperature, Ta, is introduced. Ta is 

defined as the temperature of a black body that will emit the same radiation intensity as a 

non-black body at temperature T. 

N(A,T)= No(A,TJ= C\Xs exp(- C2 
) 

ATa 
(Equation 2-4) 

At this point the empirical correlation devised by Hottel and Broughton (1932) for the 

monochromatic emissivity of soot particles in a diesel flame is introduced. 

& A = 1 - exp( - ~; ) (Equation 2-5) 

K is an absorption co-efficient which is nearly proportional to the number density of soot 

particles. L is the geometric thickness of the flame in the direction of the light axis of the 

flame detection system. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

Together it is known as the KL factor which is a good description of soot concentration. 

Q is an empirical constant within a specific range of wavelength and is dependant on the 

physical and optical properties of the soot in the flame. Fuel type may have an influence on 

the value of Q. However, if the two wavelengths are selected in the visible range, the value of 

Q is less critical to the flame temperature and KL value calculations. (Zhao, 2001) 

Equations (2-3) and (2-5) are combined to give the following equation for KL: 

(Equation 2-6) 

By measuring the brightness temperature of the flame (Ta1 ,Ta2) at two wavelengths (A1}d, 

they can be substituted into equation 6. The measurement of the brightness temperature is 

usually calibrated for a specific apparatus using a tungsten lamp which glows at a known 

temperature. In fact the purpose of the two-colour system is to provide instantaneous 

measurements of the two brightness temperatures at the two chosen wavelengths. 

The unknown factor KL is thus eliminated and the absolute temperature T can be solved 

from the following equation: 

(Equation 2-7) 

In the case of the AVL ThermoVision software, this process is applied over each pixel in the 

640 x 480 pixel image. The result is 307200 temperature readings for each image taken. 

These data can be represented in a temperature image or tabled as number of pixels at 

various temperature steps. Unfortunately it cannot be accessed directly in ThermoVision 

V1.1. 

Calculation of soot concentration 

The image processing procedure involves a first step of calibrating each pixel to determine 

the brightness temperatures at the two wavelengths. The absolute temperature of each pixel 

is then calculated. Using those results, the absolute temperature is substituted back into 

equation 2-6 to determine KL. The KL factor is then used directly as a description of soot 

concentration. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

Specifications of the A VL VisioScope 

Some key specifications of the AVL VisioScope used in this project are listed: (AVL, 2001) 

Analysis Method: Two Colour Method 

Wavelengths: Red and green channels - (both in visible range) 

Model: Locally homogeneous and thermal distribution as soot density along the optical 

penetration depth is assumed 

Measurement Range: 1800K - 3000K 

Measurement Resolution: approx. 5K 

Image size: 640 x 480 pixels 

Measurement Accuracy: Absolute accuracy for the specified calibration temperatures: 

l::. Tabs = abs(T cal-T meas) < 140K 

Limitations of the two-colour method 

A critical analysis based on the theory presented here reveals some limitations of the 

method and these must be considered to better understand the results. 

The images are a representation of the luminosity emitted by the combustion of soot 

particles. Any combustion reactions prior to sooting combustion cannot be detected by this 

method. Furthermore the analysis is based upon knowledge of soot particle combustion and 

this is then assumed be representative of the flame. 

The images are a representation of the surface exposed to the view of the camera. The 

images cannot represent the entire volume of the flame and are dependant on the position of 

the endoscope window. In an engine the endoscope protrudes into the combustion chamber 

and is immersed in the flame, while images in the Combustion Bomb are taken from further 

away. In all cases one must be aware that the system cannot detect a temperature gradient 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

along the optical penetration depth. The flame is a volume radiator as opposed to a surface 

radiator and is assumed to be homogenous. This assumption is a limitation of the method 

because the non-uniformity of temperature and soot concentration in reality will influence the 

physical meaning of the measured temperature and KL results of this technique. A large 

temperature gradient along the optical penetration depth of the flame would result in 

erroneous results due to this assumption. 

The line of sight thickness of the burnt gas region cannot be directly measured from the 

image, but it is inferred from the flame brightness. Optical thickness is identified in terms of 

local brightness and hence local sooting on the viewing window will reduce its transmissivity 

and can cause lower resulting temperatures and KL values. This remains the most significant 

limitation of this method which can only work properly as long as the optical access is kept 

clean. 

It must be noted however that in equation 2-7 the true flame temperature is mainly 

determined by the ratio of flame radiation at the two wavelengths. Equation 2.6 shows that 

the KL factor is directly proportional to the absolute amount of flame radiation. It follows that 

a drop in transmissivity due to soot deposits would have a much greater effect on the KL 

results that it would have on the flame temperature results. 

Similarly the effect of wall reflections would affect the accuracy of the KL values more than 

the temperature values. However if the wavelengths are in the visible range, the effect of wall 

reflections are reduced. 

In general the two-colour method is well suited for good flame temperature measurements, 

however soot concentration results from this method should be treated with caution. These 

results are more prone to interference by window sooting and non-uniform soot distributions 

along the optical path of the measurements. 
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Cllapter 2 Th&omt,ea.: BilCkglOlind 

2.3, Comparison of test fuels 

The primary purpose of this pr~ect is to investigate combustion imagmg as a method for 

comparing fU€ls , however the me.thod is best investigated by doing an intensive comparison 

of two fuels in an effort to extract every piece of information that the method can offer, For 

the purpose of this project two diesel fuels with slightly different fuel prope.rties were chose.n 

for inve.strgatlOn The. re.ference fuet is a conventional diesel fuel which is blended to meet 

current Europe.an specifications. The model fuel is a highly paraffmic dieset fuel WIth no 

aromatics or su tphur and a high ce.tane. number The re.ference fue.l EN590 is a btend of coat 

to-liquid (CTL) and crude oi l based components and the model fuel is entire.ty synthetic 

INhere convenient the fue ls will from hereon be referred to as EN590 and 'LEMF' (Low 

Emission Model FU€I) lor the reference and model fuels respective ly_ 

Table 2·1: Fuel Properties 

----C'C'C."I"pC"~'~.CnO,C":--------'-RO.O'C.C"C"",'O'~.,1 __ M""od"""C'C'~"'_~ 
Units EN590 LEMF 

Final bo ill "9 pOlO! 

1.97 

I 
Net Heating Value 4381 

Both fU€ls have ooen analysed Intensively and the key properties are listed in the table 

above and illustrated in a graphic comparison overleaf: 
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Figure 2·2: Fuel Properties 

Hydrocarbon fuels are made up of molecules consisting of carbon and hydrogen atoms 

bonded in various way~ Each carbon atom has the ability to make four bonds. while each 

hydrogen atom can only make one bond It follows that a carbon atom can make either 

single, double or triple bonds. thus resulting in fewer or more hydrogen atoms that are 

bonded to It These features and the bDnd structure result in different fuel properties 

Straight chain hydrocarbDns containing no double bonds and are classified as alkanes or 

paraffins The cetane molecule in the figure overleaf IS an example of a paraffinic fuel 

structure The single bonds re~u lt in a maximum number of hydrogen atoms for each carbon 

atom and therefore alkanes have a htgh hydrogen to carbDn (Hie) ratio 

Some fuels contain aromatics which are ring structures with double bDnds between the 

carbon atoms The figure below shows 1-Methyl Benzene which illustrates the aromatic ring 

structure and the ability to accommodate additional hydrocarbon chams on the side . 

Aromatics resu lt in a lower HIC ratio and a higher density compared to paraffins. Aromatic~ 

have slightly lower energy content per unit mass, but higher energy content by volume A 

ring structure is very stable and hence mal<:.es the fuel more resistant to auto-ignition . 

(Challen et al. 1998) 

From the table of fue l properties above, the reference fuel shows a moderate aromatic 

content where the model fuel is almost entirely paraffinic This explains why LEMF has a 

lower density and ~Iightly higher energy content by mass 
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ChapiN 2 TI>eorelical B~ckgro"nd 
- ----'----

The cetane number is a measure of the fuel 's propensity to auto-ignite and LEMF has a 

higher Cetane number due to Its linear molecular structure 

Figure 2-3: l·Methyt Benzene (C,H. ) Figure 2-4: Cetane (C" H,.) 

2.4. The effect of fuel properties on diesel engine operation 

The properties that are responsi~e for the main differences in the test fuels are discussed 

here uSIng conventionat wisdom Later on It wil l be seen if this can be used to expla in the 

differences observed In the optical measurements 

The effect of Fuel Ignition Quality 

One of the most significant differences between the test fuels is the Cetane Number (CN) 

This is a measure of a diesel fuel's ignition qual ity which is effectively Its readiness to auto

ignite As is standard pract ise around the world cetane is measured in a CFR engine IIIIth an 

adjustable compression rat io. In the CFR engine the test fuel is injected 13 crank angle 

degrees Before Top Dead Centre (BTOC) , and the engine's compression ratio IS then 

adjusted until ignition occurs at TOC, resulting in an ignition delay of 13" CA. Reference fue l 

blends. of known cetane numbers are then tested to fi nd one that also has an ignition delay 

of 13' CA at the same set compress ion ratio The reference fuels used in this test are Cetane 

(n -hexadecane) with a CN of 100 and heptamethylnonane (HMN) I'>ith a CN of 15. The 

Cetane number of the test fue l is then calcu lated by: (Heywood , 1988) 

eN = (vol %) II(Hd(lecane + 0 15 (vo! %) heptam€lhylnollflne 

tn hydrocarbon fuels short-chain and branched paraffins haye a high resistance to auto

ignition resulting in a low cetane number. A high aromatiC content wou ld further tower the 

cetane number. Long cha in paraffins autO-lQnite readily as shown by n-Hexadecane wh ich 
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Cllapter 2 Tlleoretical BilCkgroond 

has a cetane of 100. To put this in perspective, commercial diesel fuels typically have a 

cetane numb€r in the range of 40-55, 

In diesel engine combustion , a fuel with a high cetane number woukj result In a s~rter 

ignition delay. For the same injection timing. combustioo wltl start earlier than it wou ld Wlth a 

lower cetane fuel A short ignitioo delay results in less fuel in the cylinder b€ing available for 

combustion dUring the premIXed combustion phase The effect of this is a comparatively 

lower rate of pressure rise initially This would result in lower peak combustoon pressure and 

temperature. A lower rate of pressure rise would reduce engine noise and the characteristic 

diesel krKlck, 

Therefore It can be expected that LEMF s~uld run quieter that EN590 diesel and resu lt in 

lower peak pressures and temperatures. The rate of heat release should also be 

comparatively lower. However, given the same inject ion timing pOint, a shorter ignition delay 

would have the effect of advanCing the injection t iming , Ie Combustion would start earl ier 

With significant associated effects OIl ultimate pressure and temperature depending on the 

reference injection timing point. These effects are n<Jt to be confused with the genuine effects 

of a high cetane rHJmber which can on~ be tested by adjustong the inject ion timing such that 

auto-ignition occurs at the same point for the two fuels 

The effec! of Fuel Density 

An increase in power can be expected for a higher density fuel with the same calorific value 

as more fuel mass IS effect ively injected for the same volume. For the same power output. 

lower volumetric fuel consumption would result Many tests have been done to determine the 

effect of fuel denSity , in most cases the magnitude and direction have been found to be very 

dependant on engine design. This implies that engines can be optimised for fuel density 

Signer (1996) concluded that there was no evidence of density effects on the combustion 

process itself 

The density effect therefore comes down to the effect of different resulting energy contents 

entering the combustion chamber. In the case of our two test fuels , it is apparent that LEMF 

has a lower density Therefore, for the same volume of fuet injected, there would be less 

mass of LEMF fuel than EN590. An associated power loss would be expected, and a lower 

fuel consumption by mass However this effect is somewhat offset by the fact that LEMF has 

a higher energy content 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

A study by Kweon et al. (2003) compared a similar model fuel with some standard US 

diesels. The results reflected lower Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) for the model fuel. 

This result was attributed to the fuel's lower density and higher heating value. It was found 

that this difference in ISFC (indicated specific fuel consumption) was more significant at high 

engine load. Specific Fuel Consumption is a measure of fuel flow rate per unit of power 

output. It is an indication of the engines fuel efficiency and therefore is desirable to be low. 

Expressions for efficiency and SFC are shown below. 

Power\hati P..hati 
'7 = = ----'--

Powerti/e! mt ·Qt 
SFC = .!!!.L = _1_ 

P.."atl '7·Qt 

Where: 11 is overall engine efficiency 

mf is the fuel mass flow rate 

Qf is the energy content of the fuel 

The effect of the Hydrogen to Carbon Ratio 

The H/C ratio of the fuel has a significant effect on the combustion process and particularly 

on the mechanisms of soot formation. Soot is formed by the dehydrogenation of organic 

compounds and polymerisation, leaving carbon particles which agglomerate into larger 

particles. (Ferguson et ai, 2001) As detailed in the previous section, the combustion of soot 

particles is the primary cause of luminosity and heat radiation in flames. A fuel with a high 

H/C ratio will have a lower carbon content. It could possibly be expected that such a fuel will 

burn with a less luminous flame, however only a small portion of the fuel carbon is converted 

to soot so this effect is unlikely to be very significant. The luminosity of a flame is dependant 

on the amount of soot formed in the flame, which in turn is dependant on local fuel-air mixing. 

Molecular structure also plays a role. For the same H/C ratio, straight chain paraffins produce 

less soot than corresponding isomers. (Ferguson et ai, 2001) Paraffins tend to produce more 

soot with increasing molecular weight. The fundamental differences in the combustion 

between fuels of different H/C ratios are best illustrated by considering ideal complete 

combustion. The equation below shows a fuel reacting with oxygen to form carbon dioxide 

and water. All of the hydrogen thus becomes water. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

Where: n is the number of moles of carbon 

m is the number of moles of hydrogen 

x is the number of moles of oxygen 

An oxygen balance of the above equation is given below: 

m 
x=n+-

4 

This can be used to compare fuels of different H/C ratio, for example the combustion 

reactions for hexane (C6H14) and benzene (C6H6) are shown below. Hexane has a 

significantly higher H/C ratio. 

C6H14 + 9Ji 02 ~ 6C02 + 7 H20 

C6H 6 + 7 Ji 02 ~ 6C02 + 3H20 

It can bee seen that the high H/C ratio results in higher consumption of oxygen and 

production of water. This would affect various secondary reactions in an engine and emission 

formation. Most significantly a high H/C ratio would leave less oxygen available for the 

formation of oxides such as NOx in the flame front. 

The effect of Fuel Aromatics Content 

Aromatic components in fuels have been found to contribute significantly to the formation of 

soot and consequently particulate emissions. Compared to olefins and paraffins, aromatics 

form more soot. (Heywood, 1988) 

Azetsu et al. (2003) investigated the Effects of Aromatic Components in Fuel on Flame 

Temperature and Soot Formation. This research made use of the two-colour method and 

found that fuels with aromatics produced higher flame temperatures and more soot than fuels 

with no aromatics. 

As LEMF has effectively zero aromatic content and EN590 is contains more than 25% 

aromatics, it can be expected that similar results should be realised in this study. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

2.5. The effect of engine operating parameters 

The effect of Engine Load 

In a diesel engine the engine load is controlled by the injection duration. At low load the 

injection duration is very short and most of the fuel is burned in the premixed combustion 

phase, hence the characteristic diesel knock at idle. As the injection duration increases, the 

initial combustion and heat release rate remain unchanged, but the mixing controlled 

combustion phase follows as previously discussed. 

An increase in engine load will result in higher temperature and pressure conditions in the 

combustion chamber due to more fuel being injected. Higher fuel concentration is thus 

synonymous with higher loads, along with higher soot formation. The increase in soot 

formation will to some extent be burnt off by the higher combustion temperatures. 

(Heywood, 1988) 

It is unclear at this point whether the VisioScope will be able to detect the higher 

temperatures or whether the increased soot deposits will offset this. 

The effect of Injection Timing 

Injection timing in a diesel engine is a critical parameter affecting engine performance and 

emissions. After the point of fuel injection into the cylinder, physical and chemical processes 

occur before combustion initiates. This period is the well documented ignition delay. Some 

key physical processes are atomisation of the liquid fuel, vaporisation of fuel droplets and the 

mixing of fuel vapour with air. 

Atomisation is improved by high cylinder pressure, while the rate of vaporisation of fuel 

droplets is also increased by high pressure and temperature inside the cylinder. (Heywood, 

1988) Early fuel injection would expose the fuel to relatively lower temperature and pressure 

in the cylinder, resulting in increased ignition delay. Conversely, if injection timing is retarded, 

the initial cylinder temperature and pressure are higher resulting in reduced ignition delay. 

The highest compression temperature and pressure occurs at TOC, however this is too late 

for fuel injection. According to Heywood (1988), the most favourable conditions for ignition lie 

before TOC. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

The effect of local air-fuel ratio 

The overall air-fuel ratio in a diesel engine is usually very lean; however the fuel mixture is 

not homogenous so the local air-fuel ratios in the area of the fuel spray are significant. This is 

affected largely by the injector design and fuel pressure, as well as swirl and turbulence in 

the combustion chamber. Generally locally rich air-fuel mixtures would result in high soot 

formation and consequently high soot concentration zones. Good mixing and spray 

atomisation would limit very rich zones and result in cleaner combustion. 

Local air-fuel ratio is also dependant on the vaporisation properties and density of the fuel. 

That is particularly significant in this project as the two fuels being tested would have slightly 

different mixing properties resulting in a variation in local air-fuel ratios. In the study by Payri 

et al. (2000) on the characterisation of similar test fuels to this project, non-evaporating spray 

characteristics in terms of spray tip penetration, spray cone angle and droplet diameter were 

investigated. It was concluded that no significant differences in the spray were found 

between the model and reference fuels. 

Given that the sprays are similar, the evaporation properties, namely the distillation 

temperatures could affect the local air-fuel ratio. The model fuel could be expected to 

vaporise faster due to its lower energy requirement for complete vaporization. 

The difference in density between the two fuels amounts to approximately 8%. Thus the fuel 

mass flowing through the injector would be approximately 4% lower with the model fuel than 

the reference fuel. This is due to the mass flow rate of the fuel through the injector being 

proportional to the square root of density by the Bernoulli equation. (Payri et al. 2000) 

. C A P''''P m -p. . . --.-
f - f d P 

f 

1 

:. ril f a P I 2 

These characteristics would result in the model fuel having a leaner local air-fuel ratio than 

the reference fuel. This is to some extent offset by the difference in the stoichiometric air-fuel 

ratio which is higher for the model fuel. This results in the local equivalence ratio being about 

2% leaner with the model fuel than the reference fuel. (Schaberg, 2005) 
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3. Literature review 

31. Combustion imaging 

The ability to photograph combustion within an eJlglrle has b€en something that engineers 

have h€en trying to achieve almost ever since engines were first invented Of course this 

Invol~es some way of ha~ing opt ica l access into too combustion chamb€r Many technoqU€5 

have been tried. usually involVing extensive modifications to the engine Transparent 

windows somewhere in the cyl inder head are common but more complicated techniqU€s 

InvolVing glass pistons and engines have been used There are modern test engines 

commercially a~ailable With glass cyl inders and p1stons for direct combustion imaging Some 

AVL designs are Shown b€low as an exam~e 

Safety , 

Piston 
w indow -
D~s,, 1 

Figure 3·t: Gtass engtne techn iques 

The examples show to what extent the combustIon chamber is attered This affects the 

geometry and more Significantly , the OOat transfer characteristics of the combustion 

chamber This casts doubt over the results generated in these engines With respect to its 

relevance in a standard engine 

A relatively new method developed by AVL ~s an alternauve to conventional methods is the 

endoscope technique. The key feature is the use of small optical compOllents which can be 

installed in a standard engine Wertberger and Cartelloero (1987) presented the first paper on 

the subject of engine combustion imaging by means of endoscopic high speed photography 

The primary author of th iS paper works for AVL and went on to be involved In the 
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development of the VisioScope. He has been of great assistance in this prOject Wi th support 

on setting up our system and understanding the resu lts 

The endoscope is fitted with a specifically deSigned quartz window which protrudes into the 

cylinder head from the outside. Optical access IS thus provided to the combustion chamber 

with the vlel'lling point at the cylinder head flame face. The main advantage IS that there is 

minimal interference to the comDust lon process. ThiS opens up the possibil ity for rea listic 

imaging of engine combustion phenomena and a good basis for further thermo-graphic 

analysis. As the endoscope IS so small , a Similar process can be used to illuminate the 

combustion chamber, thus enabling viewing of the injector spray, valve motion and any other 

related applicat ion The concept IS Il lustrated below. (AVl, 2(01) 

Figure 3-2: Endoscopic combustion chamber imaging system 

The system has proved to be successful but is limited by a number of issues as discussed in 

the p-evious chapter . The problem of soot deposi ts fo rming on the endoscope Window is one 

of the main d isadvantages of the method. 

The system has been appl ied to both spark ignition and compression ignition engines and 

has been used In a number of publicatoons since Werlberger and Cartell ieri (1987) 

Many of these Investigations have incorporated Image analysis by means of the two colour 

method which will now be discussed 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 

3.2. Image analysis by the two-colour method 

As described in the previous chapter, the underlying theory of black body radiation was 

developed in the days of Einstein and has since been used in various applications as a 

method of determining temperature from a source of radiation. The two colour method was 

developed some 60 years later and one of the earliest automotive publications in this field 

was by Agnew (1961). His research involved the measurement of end gas temperature in a 

spark ignition engine using infrared radiation at two wavelengths. This research was a 

valuable step at the time in the process of understanding engine knock. In principle the 

method is very similar to the method used in this project for a diesel engine. 

A study on the two-colour method applied to a direct injection diesel engine was presented 

by Matsui et al. (1979). It was realised that an optical method for flame temperature 

measurement in a diesel engine was the most effective because the temperatures are high 

and subject to rapid changes. This paper refined the method with improved verification of the 

emissivity of the diesel flame and calibration of the true absolute temperature. 

The research made progress to establish the two-colour method as a reasonable 

temperature measuring method for diesel engines. The motivation behind this research was 

the desire to explore the combustion mechanism in diesel engines and furthermore the 

formation mechanism of nitrous oxides and soot. Radiative and convective heat transfer are 

other critical parameters that require the accurate measurement of temperature to be 

investigated. 

With the advent of better optical access using endoscopes the method received a lot of 

attention and has been used in a number of further publications. Hampson and Reitz (1998) 

used the method to investigate the effect of split injections. Split injections had been found to 

reduce soot and NOx emissions and the two-colour method was used in this investigation to 

aid the understanding of the soot formation process. Multidimensional combustion and soot 

modelling was used to enhance the interpretation of the experimental results. The study 

concluded that good agreement was found between computed and measured cylinder 

pressures, heat release, soot and NOx emissions. They also found good qualitative 

agreement between the in-cylinder temperature and soot concentration (KL) fields obtained 

from the endoscope images and those obtained from multidimensional modelling. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 

A further study (8akenhus and Reitz, 1999) compared single and split injections using the 

two-colour method. The flame temperature profile gives a very good indication of where 

nitrous oxides form as this process requires high temperature. The soot concentration 

results were used to determine the conditions that resulted in high soot emissions. The study 

looked at different parts of the combustion chamber and shed light on strategies that affect 

the key diesel emissions, soot and NOx. Injection timing and the number of split injections 

were the main parameters investigated. 

At a similar time a study was conducted on heavy duty DI diesel engines using the two

colour method. (Shiozaki et ai, 1998) This study also made use of the temperature and soot 

information to optimise soot and NOx emissions, since flame temperature has a direct effect 

on engine NOx characteristics. Two and four valve per cylinder engines were compared and 

combustion imaging was used to better understand the corresponding effects. 

The main use of the method has been in research on engine optimisation and emission 

formation. An example of the two-colour method being used to compare different fuels can 

be found in a publication by Azetsu (2003), where fuels of varying aromatic content were 

analysed. The method was found to be particularly suitable for comparative research as the 

certainty of absolute values is of less importance than the relative results. 

When a number of fuel properties are different and have been shown to produce different 

emission and performance results, it can be expected that the two-colour method should be 

able to distinguish between the fuels. This study therefore focuses on the two-colour method 

as a technique for comparing fuels and to what extent they can be distinguished. 

The following section briefly outlines some work that has been done on the subject of the 

two-colour and other methods being used to compare synthetic and conventional diesel. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 

3.3. Comparing synthetic and conventional diesel 

A number of research projects have been conducted to compare synthetic diesel to various 

other diesel specifications. A synthetic fuel was compared to other fuels meeting the various 

US diesel specifications with a view to determine the effect on exhaust emissions. (Schaberg 

et ai, 2000) A significant reduction in all legislated emissions was observed, even when 

compared to the high quality CARB specification diesel. The reduction in soot was generally 

much larger than the reduction in NOx. A large reduction in hydrocarbon and CO emissions 

was also noted. 

A very recent study was conducted to determine the emission performance of synthetic 

diesel and blends with optimised engine calibrations. (Schaberg et ai, 2005) Vehicle 

emission tests showed HC and CO emissions reduced by over 90%. PM dropped by 30% 

while NOx was largely unchanged. These tests were conducted in a modern diesel 

passenger vehicle. Engine bench tests showed soot reductions of 30 - 60% with NOx 

reduction of up to 10%. 

A significant finding was that synthetic fuel blends yielded emission reductions that were 

generally greater than their blending ratio. Remarkably, a 50% synthetic fuel blend yielded 

similar emission results to neat synthetic fuel. 

Optical tests were also carried out in this study to investigate the combustion properties of 

the synthetic fuel. The engine was fitted with a quartz piston and combustion was 

photographed by means of a high speed video camera. OH chemiluminescence was 

measured, but no temperature or soot concentration information was published. The optical 

results reflected the better ignition quality of the synthetic fuel, but also showed better 

vaporisation characteristics and a more uniformly distributed flame structure. 

At high load the effect of ignition quality appeared less significant than at low load. The OH 

chemiluminescence results confirmed an earlier relative onset of sooting combustion 

between the two fuels at low load than at high load. 

Extensive testing with a modern passenger car 01 diesel engine was also done by Payri et al. 

(2000) to compare synthetic diesel to a European reference diesel. The emission results 

were very similar to other tests, noting significant improvements on HC, CO, CO2 and soot, 

while NOx emissions remained largely unchanged. A significant improvement in indicated 

efficiency was recorded as about 4%. This stems from the reduction in fuel mass injected for 
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maintaining the same IMEP. Thus it was concluded that the synthetic fuel resulted in a 

slightly better Specific Fuel Consumption. This was also observed by a decrease in exhaust 

CO2 volume concentration. However, due to the low density of the synthetic fuel, an increase 

in volumetric fuel consumption in the vehicle tests were recorded as about 3%. It was noted 

therefore that the low density of the synthetic fuel is not fully compensated for by the higher 

energy content. 

A study of the combustion rates of the fuels showed the synthetic fuel as having a faster 

combustion process. This is due to the low evaporation temperature and high cetane number 

of the fuel. This effect was more significant at low loads 

Azetsu et al. (2003) did a study on the effect of aromatic components in fuel in the context of 

diesel engines. It was concluded in this study that the flame temperature and amount of soot 

in the flame increased with increasing amounts of aromatic components in the fuel. This 

study made use of the two-colour method to determine these results. 

Ng et al. (2005) used the two-colour method in a comparative investigation between a 

synthetic bio diesel and conventional diesel. No flame temperature information was 

published, but the soot concentration results were presented. The synthetic diesel was found 

to have higher soot concentration levels than the reference diesel in the early stages of 

combustion; however these levels were lower towards the end of combustion in the after 

burn stage. It was also found that the synthetic fuel produced lower engine out soot 

emissions. The authors suggested that the reason for the high initial soot formation was the 

shorter premixed burn phase resulting in poor mixing. It was further concluded that the more 

rapid soot oxidation of the bio diesel was due to its low sulphur and aromatic content. 
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Chapter 4 ExperimenlJI Setup 

4. Experimental Setup 

4.1 Ricardo Hydra Engine 

Most of the experimental work in thiS project was done on a single cyl inder Ricardo Hydra 

research engine This engine was configured as a direct Injection diesel engine making use 

of a modern Bosch hgh pressure fuel Injection system More specifically it Incorporates a 

high pressure fuel pump capable of maintaining high fuel pressure, a fuel rail and a 4-hole 

electronic Bosch fuel Injector. The cyl,nder head has two valves and the injector comes in at 

an angle from the side, The basIc specifications of the engine are tabulated here 

Table 4_1: Spec ifications of the Rica rdo Hydra Engine 

CO" mm eo 26 

Siroke mm B8.90 

SweptVo"-,me OC <50 

Camp-esSion ratio 1 B: 1 

FLJeI injection system Common rail- 01 

In a prevIOUS MSc project by RatShikurl l (2003) the combustion chamber was mod,/ied to 

resemble a modern passenger car engine This Involved changing the shape of the piston 

bolh>1 and reducing the compression ratio The cylirlder head was also modified to gam optica l 

access Two steeves were Inserted to house an endoscope and an Il luminating probe 

Simultaneously. CarefUl attention was paid to pOSlboning these such that the best possible 

views of the combustion chamber could be obtained Particularly the system is designed to 

allow the endoscope to protrude deep Into the piston bowl and look up at the Injector sprays. 

[rxIo,eope entry 

Figure 4-1; Piston Bowl and injector layout 
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The combustlOO chamoor is thtlrefore effectively in the piston bowl which is offset due to fact 

that the injector is not in the centre. While this system attempts to replicate a modern 

combustion chamoor. it is acknolh>1edged that it can b€ furthtlr improved by a four valve 

layout and a verticat injector placed in the centre Details of the combustion chamber layout 

will become very relevant in the fo llowing chapters where it is Important to understand what 

the combustion images are representing relative to the combustion chamoor, Phote>graphs of 

the underside Df the cy lind€r head and the modified piston bowl are shown b€low 

Figure 4-2: Modified Hydra cylinder he~d and piston 

The optical access is designed to allow the endoscope and its protective window to b€ 

removed easily This is necessary to clean the soot deposits on the window which form 

remarkabl y quickly in this eng ine. The endoscope is fitted in a protective sleeve with a quartz 

window at the end which is then inserted into the engine access sleeve and fastened A 

compressed air line is attached to the endoscope fo r cooling as it is e~posed to the engine 

combustion temperatures A lens \\11th adjustable focus and the CCD camera are fitted 

directly on top of the endoscope and held in place by an adjustable arm In the second 

sleeve a tight probe can be fitted to it luminate the combustion chamb€r. This IS only used 

when looking at the liquid spray, but for thermo graphic combustion analysis no external 

lighting is used 

The layout of the optical access points, camera and light probe IS Illustrated In the 

photograph overleaf 
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Figure 4-3, Optical setup 

The er.glne Itself IS coupled to a DC dynamometer whIch IS capable of motoring the er.glne or 

absorbing the torque An extensive list of equipment is set up to contr~ and measure the 

operating parameters of the engine, Before these are described In detail , an overview of the 

test cell and main components IS shown below 

Air Flow M~ter 

Ir"erGOo er 

Figure 4-4, Hydra Engine Test Cell 
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Cilapter 4. E'penmental Set<lp 

The injector is controlled by a Bosch electronic engine management system similar to that 

found on a modern car Access to the ECU IS facilitated by means of a desktop computer 

whereby the errgine maps can be read and altered Parametefs such injection duration 

inledon timing, fuel pressure and pilot injection can be adjusted by changmg the map values 

on the computer. Adjustment of the injection duration on the map is how the engine load is 

varied. The details of these settings are given in the following chapter. 

The pressure and temperature of the air supplied to the engir>e can be acclJrately controlled 

A roots blower is used to simulate turbo charg ing by compressing the air. The air passes 

through an air cooler and laminar air fiow meter before feeding into a large surge tank This 

effectively eliminates any pulsing generated by the positive displacement roots blower. as 

well as damplrrg the PlJlses from the engir>e to minimise the effect on the airflow 

measurement The pressure in the tank is controlled by venting excess pressure to 

atmosphere prior to the air flow meter. Pressure is measured in the inlet manifold by a 

sensitwe piezo-reslstlve pressure transducer. An air heater IS fitted prior to the inlet manifold 

with a temperature controller capable of holding a set temperature to an accuracy of 1"C 

The fuel flow rate IS measured by a gravimetric fuel fiow meter (AVL 730). which ca lculates 

flJel mass fiow rate from the charrge In mass of a fuel reservoir over a set time period. 

This IS effectively a mass flow meter which is useful for testing fuels of different density as 

required in this project Fuel temperature is control led by a water cooled heat exchanger and 

the room temperature is adequately controlled by an effective air condition ing system 

The engine torque IS measured by a load cellon a lever arm attached to the dynamometer 

Cylinder pressure is another critical parameter to determir>e the Indicated engine load and 

this IS measured by a water cooled piezoelectric pressure transdlJcer The cylinder head 

was modified In this project to Incorporate this device and it resulted in a significant 

improvement in the quality 01 the pressure data compared to a rxevious uncooled system 

The details of this modification and the pressure transducer are given in Appendix 2 

The engine speed and crank ang le measurement is done by means of an AVL light pulse 

crank angle encoder which is set to a re&elutlOn 0 .1 crank angle degrees. Th is signal is also 

used by the AVL VisloScope to accurately trigger the camera at the requ ired times 
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Chapter 4 E'pfmmelltai Setup 

4.2 Data Acquisition 

The AVl Indiset 620 data acquisition system was used to capture the signals emanating 

from the cylinder pressure transducer and the crank angle encllder Simultaneously The 

injector current, manifold pressure and torque signals are also fed Into the AVL Indlset 620 

This system works in conjunction with a desktop computer and AVL Ind,Win software . lNhile 

the engine is running the pressure can be displayed in real time on a graph relative to the 

engine crank angle and with the injector Signal superimposed. Furthermore the pressure data 

is used to calculate the tndicated Mean Effective Pressure (tMEP) and the rate of heat 

release The system can also be set to acquire the data over a set number of cycles and 

save a set of data 'Nhich IS averaged over this number of cycles. The relevant statlsttcal 

figures are also then displayed This results in relia~e measurement of IMEP, torque. 

engine speed , injector timing, cylinder pressure, boost pressure and heat release at 

different operatillg points. It is accurate enough to distillguish between the effects of different 

fuels at the same operatlllg points. The follOWing section will detatl how the IMEP can be 

cross checked between the torque and pressure data 

Other engtne parameters are displayed on the control panel and are recorded manualty as 

required These include a range of temperatures: air, fuel, oil, water, inlet manifold and 

exhaust gas The fuel consumption IS measured over a set time period and displayed on a 

separate panel The rnlet air temperature control is also incorporated Into the control panel 

Figur& 4·5, Control panel and AVllndiset 620 data acquisition system 
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4.3. AVL VisioScope 

This section briefly outl ines the teChnica l setup of the VlsioScope. The theory behind the 

system 's image analysis method is discussed in detail in chapter 2. The system incorporates 

a desktop PC and an eleclronOc conlmt unit mounted on a portable troltey It requires a data 

input from the crank angle encoder from which It calculates the engine speed and triggers 

the camera at the appropriate crank angle degrees specified by the user through the 

software interface The defining feature of the VisioScope kit is the three endoscopes, each 

With the objective lens looking in d;fferent directions, 0' , 30 ' and 60 ' This enables a 

complete range of views from a part icular access point. These endoscopes are designed 

speclfica tly for combustion Imaging by virtue of the fact that they are air cooled Compressed 

air is supplied at the top to a channel wlthijn the endoscope shaft and exits through small 

holes at the bottom lens. The air thus cools the endoscope itself and the quartz housing 

window before travell ing up the housing sleeve and exhaust ing to atmosphere 

Figure 4-6: CGO camera, edge filter, lens and combustion endoscope 

A lens with an adjustable focus length is fitted to the top of the endoscope When images are 

to be used for thermo graphic analysIs the edge filter needs to be htted to the CCD camera 

as shown in the above figure. The ThermoVision software is calibrated for the specific 

endoscopes and lenses supplied. Care must be taken to ensure that the corree! calibration 

file is used for the chosen setup of lens and endoscope More specific operational details are 

given in Append iX 1 

The camera speed IS suffiCient to capture one image per engine cycle , The software is 

however very neatly designed to take a range of Images at over number of cycles and put 

them together in a Video sequence. This is adequate for the purpose of comparative 

analysis however the gradual soot formation on the endoscope window needs to be 

considered 

A cold light system with the option of a flash light ,s triggered in conjunction with the camera 

and can be used to illuminate a fuel spray, for example 
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4.4. Combustion Bomb 

In a pr!!vious MSc proj!!ct by Mil ler (2003) a conslant volume Combustion Bomb was 

developed at the Sasoi Advanced Fu!!ls Laboratory The bomb is design!!d primarily for 

optical acc!!ss to combustion events and is used in this project 10 complement the work done 

on the Hydra engine in an !!ffort to verify the combustion imaging results. Development of the 

bomb was largely incomplete at the time of this project and significant work was done by the 

author to commission It. The d!!slgn details of th is are presented in Appendix 3 

The Constant Volume Combustion Chamber (CVCC) IS manufactured from stainless steel 

and capable of containing a pressure of up to 300 Bar It is designed with numerous access 

points around Its periphery where accessories can be fitted according to the user's 

requ irements. In this project these included a pressure transducer, thermocouples spark 

plug and th!! inlet and exhaust valves. The other POintS Which can contain a turbulence fan, 

fuel injector and optical windows were plugged. The two faces of the bomb can accepl a 

large optical window or fuel injectors as requIred. In this project the one face had the fuel 

injector in the centre and the other was a large optical WindOW 10Gmm in diameter This 

gives a dlr!!ct view of Ih!! Injector, The window is made of Sapphire (AI,O,,) and IS about 

25mm thick. The bomb is heated by eight cartndge heaters to a temperature representative 

of the average wall t!!mperature ,n an engine The bomb is insulated to minimis!! heat loss_ 

The principl!! of operation is to pressunse the bomb with a gaseous fuel mixture of Acetylene 

Nllrogen and 21% excess Oxygen A spark is th !!n tngger!!d to init iate Ihe pre combustion 

charge Which rapidly raIses the pressure and temperature in the CVCC As the pressure 

drops due to heat loss. the high pressure dresel Injector is triggered at a user defined 

chamber pressure Due to the excess oxygen in th!! imt lal mirlur!!, the liquid fu!!1 wIll auto

Ignite, much lik!! it would in a conventional diesel engine As this occurs in front of a large 

window, the entire injection event ca.n be phc<ographed, This is a sign ificant feature because 

in the engine S!!tup only a small portion of the combustion chamber can be photographed 

The fuel injector IS a Bosch unit from a modern diesel passenger car and has six holes It is 

supplied by a corresponding automotive high pressure fuel pump and common rail. wh!!re 

the pump IS driven by an auxiliary electric motor_ The system is contrOlled electronically by a 

custom made progra.m in LabVIEW"', Therefore the system is controlled via a desktop PC 

and the pressure trace and Injection signal IS then acquired by another computer 
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Chapter 4- Expe rimentai Setup 

The setup IS shown In the pictures below' 

~ 
~ , 

Figure 4-7: Optical setup of the Combustion Bomb 

The i'9ure above shows the bom b window and camera setup The endoscope is stili used 

because for thermo graphic analysis , the system IS calibrated to Include the optical effect of 

the endoscope The figure also shows the inlet system and gas selection valve. 

Ftgure 4-8, Dieset rig setup of the Combustion 80mb 
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Chapler 4 EXp8nmellta! Setup 

The control intetiace of the operating program is shown beloW' 

o. 
",' " . -'" oc'p~ . 

Figure 4·9: Bomb control interface in LabVIEWTrJ 

A separate program and computer is used to acquire and record the data The pressure 

trace IS displayed on the screen arid an option 'IS given to save the data as a spreadsheet 

Figure 4·10: Example of the dat~ acquired from a bomb experiment 
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Chapte r 5. Experimental Proc'€dure 

5. Experimental Procedure 

5.1 . Hydra engine load verification 

In a diesel englt1e the load or power output is determined by the amount of fuel injected, and 

thus it is difficult to defill€ a specific point of 100'% load . Traditionally it is done by increaslIlg 

the fuelling untit the exhaust smoke level reaches a set limit More commGnly in mGdern 

engines load is limited by cy linder pressure or exhaust gas temperature. In this project the 

maximum load point was determined expenmentatly by gradually increaSing the fuel injection 

duration at a set speed and recording the IMEP and fuel mass fiow rate It was noticed that 

the engine load (IMEP) increased linearly with fuel mass fl ow up to a certa in point where it 

became nOn linear This occurs where the additional fuel injected IS not being completely 

burt1ed and results In excessive smoke formation and inefficient combustion 

This point can be clearly seen OIl the graph below 100% load was defined as lms injecllon 

duration at 1500rpm fo r the purposes of this project This point falls just before the graph 

becomes non-t lnear. A nom inal boost pressure was used in an effort to avoid test results 

being dependant On atmospheric pressure From th is point On the engme load settings will be 

described as a percentage re lative to the 100% load defined here. 

Tabte 5-1: Main engine parameters for the defined 100'1. toad point 

. ",, 1 Con. """,oon v .... EF .. .. 
! " • 
I " _ ...... 
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Figure 5-1: Experimem to determine 100'10 engine load 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

5.2. Hydra engine IMEP verification 

Indicated Mean Effective Pressure, abbreviated as IMEP, is a measure of the average 

pressure exerted on the piston over an engine cycle. The signal acquired from the cylinder 

pressure transducer is averaged over 88 engine cycles and an IMEP value is calculated by 

the AVL Indiset. The torque signal from the load cell on the engine dynamometer is captured 

in a similar way. Mean Effective Pressure can be related to torque by a simple relationship. 

'Indicated' implies that mechanical friction losses in the engine are not taken into account, 

whereas 'Brake' implies that friction has been accounted for. 

The torque signal from the load cell is measuring the net shaft torque and can therefore be 

considered the brake torque. Brake Mean Effective Pressure can then be calculated: 

(Eq uation 5-1) 

Where: Tb = Brake Torque 

Vd = Displaced Engine Volume 

The Hydra test engine has the ability to motor the engine at a set speed. If this is done at the 

same speed as the running test, the torque measured is a result of mechanical friction. Thus 

the Frictional Mean Effective Pressure can be calculated: 

(Equation 5-2) 

Where: T m = Motored Torque 

Using these two results, IMEP can be calculated: 

IMEP = BMEP + FMEP (Equation 5-3) 

This result can be used to verify the IMEP obtained from the pressure data and is a useful 

cross check. If the systems are performing correctly, a very close correlation of the two 

results should be observed. However, the IMEP derived from the torque data should be 

slightly lower as the extra friction of the piston rings due to the combustion pressure is not 

present when the engine is motored. This procedure was followed for each engine test. 
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5.3. Hydra engine test procedure 

The engine test procedure was designed to test the differences between the two test fuels at 

typical diesel engine operating points. Bearing in mind that the main purpose of the project is 

to evaluate the image analysis technique, it was decided to keep the number of variables to a 

minimum. The testing procedure entails a single carefully controlled speed point. The inlet 

pressure and temperature are also carefully controlled at a single point. The main variable 

introduced was engine load. Test sequences were then repeated at different injection timing. 

Four load settings were defined based on the initial load verification test described in the 

previous section. Injection duration of 1 ms of the reference fuel defined 100% load. Each 

engine test sequence comprised the following four load settings: 

Table 5-2: Fixed engine test settings 

Engine Injection Engine Manifold Manifold Water Oil Fuel 

Load Duration Speed Pressure Temperature Temperature Temperature Temperature 

% J)S rpm bar (absolute) ·C ·C ·C ·C 

50 650 

70 750 1500 1.152 50 85 110 19 
85 850 

100 1000 

Using the test sequence and settings shown above, five tests were conducted with varying 

fuel types and injection timing. It was decided to include a variation in injection timing to 

compensate for the earlier ignition of the model fuel due to its high cetane number. By doing 

this the cetane effect can be isolated from other effects when it comes to the image analysis. 

Table 5-3: Engine test sequence 

Test Fuel Injection Test Description 
Batch Type Timing 

·BTDC 

Ref 1 EN590 10 Base reference test 

Model 1 LEMF 10 1 st test with comparative fuel 

Model 2 LEMF 9.2 2nd test - Injection timing set for equivalence of start of combustion 

Model 3 LEMF 8.4 3rd test - Injection timing retarded one step further 

Ref 2 EN590 10 Repeat of base reference test to quantify repeatability of equipment 

In summary each test batch is conducted at four load points, resulting in a total of twenty 

separate engine test runs. For each test run a complete set of engine data is recorded and a 

number of image sequences captured as described in the following section. 
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5.4. Hydra engine imaging procedure 

In order to capture combustion images, the following procedure was followed. 

The engine is run at the desired settings until all temperatures and controlled parameters 

have stabilised at the correct values or within a suitable range. Engine test data is first 

recorded at each operating point, and then the imaging process can be conducted. 

The engine has to be stopped in order to remove the probe blank and insert the endoscope 

sleeve. The camera is then attached and the engine can be motored up to the set speed. 

This process from stop to restart can be done in approximately one minute so the effect of 

engine cooling can be considered to be not overly significant. 

To minimise the effect of window sooting, the injection is enabled simultaneously with the 

start of the image capture sequence. The engine map that controls the engine is constrained 

to the single injection duration and timing value which results in a seamless start up and a 

smooth transition from motoring to torque absorption. A slight speed variation occurs here 

but it does stabilise before the image sequence actually begins. The engine can run for about 

10 seconds at 100% load before the images are noticeably affected by window soot. The 

sooting effect is considerably diminished at lower engine loads. 

A number of image sequences were captured to investigate all possible insights that the 

optical setup can provide; both quantitative thermo-graphic data and qualitative visual data. 

The primary interest is to capture a range of images from the start of combustion to the end 

of injection. This range was extended to obtain information on the combustion phase after 

the end of injection. These results would form the basis of the investigation, but for 

completeness a number of other tests were conducted to add value to these results. 

It is inevitable that the endoscope window which is exposed to the combustion gasses in the 

cylinder will be blackened by soot deposits. This effect will to some extent alter the data 

obtained from the images and cast some doubt over those results. It follows that some 

testing to quantify this effect would be desirable. The best way to do this is to repetitively 

capture an image at the same point for a period of time from when the lens is clean to when 

the lens completely covered in soot. The results from these images will show a steady 

decline in temperature due to the soot built up on the lens. If this is done at each load point 

and for each fuel, comparisons can be drawn based on the rate of sooting under the various 

conditions. Some additional testing involving combustion chamber illumination was included 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

to examine the injector spray formation and the start of sooting combustion. The table below 

contains the settings of the seven different image capturing procedures that were followed in 

this investigation and the relevant camera settings of each. Each series of images were 

conducted at each of the four load points for each fuel. Each series is described in more 

detail below the table. 

Table 5-4: Image capture procedure and settings 

Sample 
Start Stop interval Exposure Gain Endoscope Lens Illumination 
'CA 'CA 'CA IJs mm 

Series 1 Sequence of images for range temperature analysis 

-1 20 0.2 30 low 60 25 None 

Series 2 Sequence of images for correction of sooting effect 

5 10 0.5 30 low 60 25 None 

Series 3 Single repeated images for temperature verification and sooting determination 

2.6 2.6 100 30 low 60 25 None 

Series 4 Sin~/e repeated images for temp_erature verification 

10 10 10 30 low 60 25 None 

Series 5 Sequence of images to determine burn duration 

25 65 1 30 low 60 25 None 

Series 6 Sequence of illuminated images for spray comparison 

-7 2 0.2 60 High 60 25 Flash 

Series 7 Sequence of illuminated images to investigate auto-ignition 

-2.5 1 0.1 60 High 60 25 Flash 

Series 1 attempts to capture as many images as possible in sequence from the start of 

combustion to well after the end of injection. Images were captured at intervals of 0.2 crank 

angle degrees (CAD), which results in five images for every CAD. It was noticed that at the 

50% load point, there was negligible soot deposits on the endoscope window. Thus at this 

load point series 1 was conducted using a sampling interval of 0.1 CAD, effectively ten 

images per CAD. Soot deposits increase dramatically at higher loads and these effects will 

be seen in the results. In an attempt to minimise this effect, series 1 was conducted in two 

steps. Firstly a range from -1 to 10 CAD was captured. At this point the engine was stopped; 

the endoscope window was removed, cleaned and re-inserted before the engine was 

restarted. With a clean window the image range from 10 to 20 CAD was captured. The 

overlap of the 10 CAD images can be used to determine the effect of the window sooting at 

this point. As mentioned before, while the cleaning of the endoscope window sounds like an 

elaborate procedure, it can actually be done very quickly. 

To facilitate good statistical averaging of data, each sequence was repeated three times. 

Recall that there are 4 load points for each of the 5 fuel tests, a total of 20 engine test points. 

Series 1 was conducted at each point, three times resulting in 60 image sequences. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

Series 2 is an image sequence from 5 to 10 CAD taken at half degree intervals. This range 

can be captured very quickly and therefore the effect of soot build up can be considered 

negligible here. These results can be used to verify the corresponding points in series 1 and 

gauge to what extend the images in series 1 are affected by soot deposits. 

Series 3 is the most effective investigation of the effect of soot deposits on the endoscope 

window. This sequence captures the same image, 2.6 CAD, repetitively 100 times over. 

While this lengthy capturing process takes place, the window gradually soots up until the light 

transmission is effectively completely blocked. These results can be used to determine a 

soot deposit rate and is effectively also a measure of in-cylinder soot formation. Comparison 

of these results between the different load points and different fuels will be very insightful. 

Series 4 is an investigation of the 10 CAD point. I mages are captures at this point ten times 

to get a good average of the data at this point to enable a cross check of the other series 

data should it be necessary. 

Series 5 is a sequence from 25 to 65 CAD taken at a rate of a single image per CAD. This 

was conducted for qualitative interest to determine when the last visible signs of combustion 

took place. This can be used to compare the burn duration of the different fuels and different 

load points. 

Series 6 is a detailed qualitative look at the injector spray prior to auto-ignition. Using in

cylinder flash light illumination, images of the fuel spray were captured form the start of 

injection to the start of combustion. Taken at 0.2 CAD intervals this provides a detailed 

sequence of the spray development. Due to the different density, viscosity and vaporisation 

properties of the two test fuels, it would be interesting to see if there are any noticeable 

differences in the spray patterns. 

Series 7 is a detailed look at the onset of sooting combustion. Using flash light illumination 

and capturing 10 images per CAD, this sequence aims to reveal exactly where and when the 

first signs of sooting combustion can be seen. 

Some of this testing is done for purpose of verification and cross checking. The results 

presented will include only the relevant features of these procedures. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

5.5. Combustion Bomb testing procedure 

As far as possible the conditions in the Combustion Bomb should be similar to those in the 

engine for the tests conducted in this project. In the engine injection occurred at a cylinder 

pressure just below 55 bar and the injection duration ranged between 0.65 and 1 ms. It was 

decided to do the bomb testing using an injection duration of 1 ms and occurring at a bomb 

pressure of 55 bar. The initial mixture of gasses needs to be calculated such that the 

temperature at 55 bar is also representative of that in the engine. The initial combustion 

needs to peak at a considerably higher pressure than the injection pressure to ensure that 

the combustion of the gasses is complete before diesel is injected. A theoretical model 

developed by Miller (2003) was used to calculate a gas mixture that would be suitable for this 

project. As the bomb and model are still in an early stage of development, the accuracy of 

the predicted temperature cannot be established at this stage. However the bomb will 

accurately and repeatedly inject at 55 bar and this was considered adequate for the imaging 

comparison required in this project. 

The gas mixture and settings used for all the bomb experiments is given in the table below: 

Table 5-5: Bomb gas mixture and settings 

Accumulative Wall Injection Rail Injection 
Gas gauge pressure temperature pressure pressure duration 

bar "C bar bar ms 

Acetylene 1 

Nitrogen 10.5 130 55 980 1 

Oxygen 16.5 

Prior to filling of the pre-charge gasses, the bomb is flushed with nitrogen and exhausted to 

atmospheric pressure. The bomb is then filled with acetylene to the set pressure according to 

the table above. Nitrogen and oxygen are then filled consecutively to the accumulative 

pressures indicated. Once the bomb has been filled a manual inlet needle valve is closed to 

seal the bomb. The high pressure diesel pump is started and the spark can then be fired 

which starts the automatic process of diesel injection, camera trigger, data acquisition and 

exhaust at the appropriate times. 

The data collected from an experiment is in the form a pressure trace from when the spark is 

fired until the exhaust valve is automatically actuated after both combustion events. 

The VisioScope will also capture a single image at a preset point in the diesel combustion 

process. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

5.6. Combustion Bomb imaging procedure 

While the optical access to the Combustion Bomb is vastly superior to that of the engine, the 

limitation is that there is only one combustion event per experiment. Therefore the imaging 

procedure will contain considerably less images than the engine test procedure because only 

one image can be captured in each experiment. It is also acknowledged that the images are 

captured through a thick sapphire window which could have a small effect on the 

transmissivity of the endoscope system which is not included in the calibration. 

An external triggering system was developed as the AVL Visioscope is designed specifically 

for an engine and thus requires a crank angle encoder signal to operate its internal camera 

trigger system. The external system makes use of the injector signal and a delay timer to 

trigger the camera momentarily after injection with a delay set by the user. The design details 

of this system are given in Appendix 3. 

The trigger has a range of 0 - 10ms after injection. As the injection duration is 1 ms, this 

delay allows the camera to cover the entire injection range and a significant time after 

injection. The delay can be adjusted by manually turning a dial and setting it to a desired 

value. A sequence of 14 images was captured from the start of combustion. The delay was 

incrementally increased, initially in very small steps as the flame developed. Images were 

then taken in slightly larger increments until combustion was nearly complete. The last two 

images were taken at large increments to capture the combustion of the injector sac volume 

which was clearly visible in the bomb. 

An arbitrary scale of 1 - 20 was used on the manual dial, where 1.75 was used as the start 

of combustion. This corresponds to a delay of 1.15ms after the injection signal. The last 

image at point 20 corresponds to approximately 4ms after the injection signal. The 14 images 

taken are represented in the table below to show the arbitrary dial scale and the calibrated 

associated time delay values in ms from the injection signal. 

Table 5-6: Image sequence settings for the Combustion Bomb 

This sequence was conducted for the two test fuels and each image was repeated. A total of 

56 experiments were conducted and the same number of images is therefore available for 

investigation. 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Procedure 

5.7. Image data analysis procedure 

Series 1 of the Hydra Engine imaging procedure contained 60 sequences of images. The 

50% load points contain 212 images in each sequence, and all the other load points contain 

107 images in a sequence. Considering that each test sequence was repeated three times, a 

total of 7995 images were captured in series 1. The CCO camera uses an array of 640 x 480 

pixels which results in 307200 pixels in each image. When the pictures are analysed for 

flame temperature, each pixel is assigned a temperature value. This would result in 

approximately two thousand, four hundred and fifty six million data points in series 1 alone. 

It follows that the data analysis procedure of the images needs to be carefully considered. 

Unfortunately the AVL ThermoVision V1.1 software which was used in this project does not 

offer access to the detailed pixel information, but it processes and presents the information in 

the following way: 

The images are analysed by using the AVL software and three processing steps are 

conducted. Each image is firstly calibrated, then processed for flame temperature and 

thereafter processed for soot concentration KL values. Each step can be applied to an image 

sequence and then each image in that sequence will be processed automatically. 

To access the numerical data, a histogram can be generated with parameters set by the user 

and exported as a text file. This effectively condenses the information of the individual pixels 

into categories; however the spatial information of where these pixels are is lost. 

The flame temperature data was set up as follows: 

The starting point was set to 2000K and the end point to 2800K with 16 intermediate steps. 

The histogram gives a table of neatly spaced columns of 50K from 2000K to 2800K and 

contains values representing the number of pixels in each temperature category. 

These data can be imported into a spreadsheet. The three repeated sequences can then be 

averaged and smoothed. To further condense the data into a form suitable for comparison 

purposes, the final data output are columns containing the number of pixels above a 

threshold temperature. The threshold temperatures start at 2350K and increase in 

increments of 50K up to 2800K. These data can then be represented on a graph for each 

test batch. For direct comparison of the test fuels, they can be displayed on the same graph. 
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Ch~pter 5 Experiment~1 Procedure 

A similar procedure IS used to anatyse the data obtained frem the soot concentration images 

A histogram is set up to display data In the KL factor range 1 - 15 at 1 KL increments 

Each column thus represents the number 01 pixels at the corresponding KL factor. wh ich can 

then be modified to represent the number of pIXels above the corresponding KL factor 

The resulting output is useful information , but is heavi ly dependant 00 the flame area by 

vi rtue of the fact that it represents a number of pixels above a temperature or KL threshold 

This gives an accurate overview of the Image as a whole, but it offers not spatial insight to 

the flame structure or speci fic areas of the flame 

Based on the abilities of the software available, the images were analysed and as much 

numerical data as poss,tMe was extracted These results are presented and will be discussed 

tater with reference to the limitations of the 50ftWare and possible ways of better representing 

the numencallmage data 
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Clwpler 6. Rewlls 

6 ~ R esults 

6_ 1. Hydra engine test results 

Prior <0 capturing optical data Irom 'he Hydra engll1e, each el1glne test poi llt was tested 

thoro ughly with both luels and the mai l1 results are presented here l or each test batch 
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Table 6-3: Results for 2~' test with injection timing set for equivalence of SOC 
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Chapter 6' Results 

Table 6-4: Results for 3'" test with injection timing retarded one step further 
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The inject ion duration figures given in the tab les are calculated from the injection signal 

emanating from the ECU and corrected for the mechanical response t,me of opening and 

clOSing of the injector solenoid The Visioscope was used with the flash light to determine 

exactly when inject ion actually starts and stops. This information was then used to determine 

the opening lag time and the closing lag time of the injector This has ooen incorporated in 

the above tables to indicate the actual injection duration which is also presented on the 

upcoming graphs 

The results of the IMEP cross check are also shown here and the detai ls of thiS procedure 

were given in chapter 5,2 It can be seen from the results tha t both methods of calculatmg 

IMEP correlate well and hence instils confidence in the test equipment used. The increasing 

error with load IS indicative of increaSing piston ring fri ction. Furthermore the repea tability test 

shows no significant de.viation or dnft over the lime period of the testing procedure 

The cylinder pressure data is represented on a set of graphs over the following page.s in the 

form of a comparison between the reference fuel and the model fuel at the vaflous injection 

timing settings. Each load point is represented on a separate set of graphs. Additional 

Information contained In the graphs is the ra te of heat release calculated from the pressure 

data and the corrected injection signal which represents the actual injection 
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Figure 6-6: Ref 11 Model 3 comparison at 70% loaa 
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Chapter 6: Results 
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Chapter 6: Re,wits 

62. Hydra engine image analysis results 

Images were captured according to the procedure detai led in chapter 5 4 and all images from 

senes 1 to 4 were processed 10 yield flame temperature and soot concentration information 

Based on the raw image represent lr>g the soot lumiMslty, an image represenflng flame 

temperature and aMther representing soot concenlration is generated 

An example of the resultir>g images is shown below for the Iwo tesl fuels al 85% load and 3 4 

crank angle degrees 

Figure 6_13: Processed images of the reference fuel at a~% load and 3.4 CAD 

Soot ""minosi" 

Figure 5-14: Processed images of the model fuel at 85'1. toad and 3.4 CAD 

The images reveal some degree of variation between the two fuels at identical operating 

poinls , however the images are best analysed m.m ericalr" as detail~ in chapter 5.7 

Graphs representi ng Ihe flame temperature results of the data collected in series 1 are 

prese.nted overl eaf for the four load points. Each graph contains all the. fuels tesle.d on t he. 

same set of axes for a specific load point Although the data has been averaged and 

smoothed, cycle. to cycle variation within the engine will st ili be. e.vident ,n the data. 
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Figure 6·16: Range of flame area above 2600K at 50'A, load for series 1 
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Figure 6_17: Average number of pixels across range at 50% load for series 1 
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Figure 6·18: Range of flame area above 2350K at 10% load for series 1 
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Figure 6·20: Average number of pixels across range at 70°A. load for series 1 
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Figure 6-22: Range offlame area above 2600K a185% load for series 1 
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Figure 6-23: Average number of pllleis across range at 85'!. load for series 1 
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Figure 6·20( : Range of flame area above 2350K at 100% load for series 1 
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Figure 6·26: Average number of piKels ~ cross range ~t 100% load for series 1 
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Chapter 6. Res1I/ts 

It IS very noticeable in the flame temperature results that as the load is increased the effect 

of the soot on the endoscope window becomes more significant. The higher load results 

show a clear step in the data at 10 CAD where the Window was cleall€d. ThiS effect is 

negl igible at the 50% load point and very significant at 100% load The soot deposits on the 

Window have the effect of reducing the temperature values obtained by the two-colour 

method 

The soot concentration results for series 1 are presented in a similar way in the folla.ving 

graphs A soot concentration threshold of KL = 11 has been used and can be considered a 

very high soot concentrat ion level 
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Figure 6-27: Range of flame a re a above KL = 11 al 50% load for series 1 
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Figure 6-26: Range of Ilame area above KL = 11 at 70'/. load lor series 1 
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Figure 6-29: Range of flame area above Kl z 11 at 85% load for series 1 
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Figure 6-30: Range of flame area above Kl = 11 at 100% load for series 1 

The soot concentration results shown that soot deposits on Ihe ertdoscope window have the 

effect of increasing the apparent soot concentration measured, It also follows that areas of 

relatively low temperature registe r a high soot cor'tCentratlon The 70% load point shows a 

significant soot depoSit effect, whereas the temperature results at this point revea led this to a 

lesser extent ThiS con firms the point made in the theoret ical background that the soot 

concentration results of the two-colour method are more sens'lti~e to the transmissiVity of the 

wirtdow than the temperature results are ThiS is e~i denl in these results with the possible 

exception of the 50% load pOint wh ich remains unaffected by soot depOSits 

In all cases there are areas where significant differences are detected between the two test 

fuels and these wil l be discussed in detail In the following chapter 
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Chapter 6 Res,lIts 

To summarise the results of series 1 the flame area above the relevant th resholds were 

added up and averaged over the number of images taken These results therefore represent 

the entire range of crank angle degrees as one average data point and can thus be used to 

compare the fuels over th.e range of load pOints. These results are presented below _ 

_ . '_A ..... _ .... __ . ... ,." • 

, • 

Figure 6·31: Summary of flame temperature results for series 1 
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Figure 6-32: Summary of soot concentration results for series 1 

• " 

An increase 'In combustion temperatures with load should be expected. however this trend is 

offset by the soot deposits on the endoscope window An increase is evident between the 

50% and 70% load pOint but then a significant drop-off in the temperature results IS real ised 

at higher loads This can be attributed to window soot deposits Similarly the rise in the soot 

concentration results is accelerated by IIIIndow soot depoSits 

Serres 1 represents the main focus ot the investigat ion in the Hydra engine The subsequent 

senes of test ing were done to add value to these results and to understand them better 

Selected mteresting paris 01 these results will now be presented 
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Chapter 6: Resuits 

The effect of soot deposits on the endoscope window 

The gr~phs presented below represent 100 consecutive images taken at the same pOint The 

raw data for each test batch is presented alor.g wIth a dotted line indicating the average of 

the first 10 repetitions, which can be considered a representative true value. The linear trend 

line gives an indication of the rate at which the temperature IS apparently decreaSing due to 

fouling of the endoscope window over the course of the experiment The gradient of these 

lines vary significantly between the different fuels and increases with engirte load 
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Figure 6·33: Repetitive temperature results at 2.6 CAD at 50'1. load for series 3 
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Figure 6·34: Repetitive temperature results at 2.6 CAD at 70 "1. load for series 3 
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Chapter 6· Results 
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Figure 6_35: Repetitive tl!mperature results at 2.6 CAD at 85% load for series 3 
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Figure 6-36: Rep~titive t~mperature results at 2.6 CAD at 100% load lor series 3 

The most notable resu lt here is that the model fuel shows no effects of soot deposits at 50% 

load. Furthermore the rate of wirdow soollng at 50% load is sognlflcantly less than the higher 

load points. This was evident In the previous results and is confirmed by these tests 

Visual comparison of spray formation and start of sooting combustion 

SerieS 6 and Series 7 use illuminated photography to look at the injector spray formation and 

the start of combustion A selection of these images is presented overleaf and discussed in 

chapter 7.2 
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Chilprar 6 ResIIIIS 

Reference Fuel Model Fuel 
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Figure 6·31 : Se locled images Irom s erie6 S comparing the injector s pray lormation 
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Chapter 6. Results 
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Figure 6-38: Selected images from series 7 comparing the start of sooting combustion 
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Ch~pter 6: Resul!s 

6_ 3 Combustion Bomb results 

Images were captured according to the procedure detai led in chapter 5.6 which resulted in a 

sequence of images from the start of combustion to the end of combustion The same 

method was followed as with the Hydra engine resu lts and atl images were processed to 

yield ftame temperature and soot coocentratiooll"liormation The images from the oomb show 

a direct view of atl SIX injector 5pray plumes. however they also cOIlta!n some reflect ion from 

the stainless steel oomb walls This is easily removed by a masking func\loo prior to 

processing which eliminates the background reflection An example of the processed oomb 

Images at test point 6 (1 76 ms after injecbon signal) is shown below for the two test fuels . 

Soo,l"mmo.,ily 

figure 6-39: Processed Images from test point 6 of the reference fuel 

" 1\ 
figure 6-40: Processed images from test point 6 of the model fuel 

A numerical analysis of all Images as done for the Hydra engine results is presented over 

the following pages These data are the average of two images per test point. The graphs 

are presented with error bars which indicate the difference between the two image results at 

each test point. As the results are dependant OIl ftame area. the following analysis begin5 

with a compari&on of the total flame area of the images co llected in the sequence 
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Figure 6-41 : Tota l flame area of images in the range 
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Figure 6-42: Range of flame area above 23S0K for the Combustion Bomb 
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Figure &-43: Range of flame am above 2600K for thl Combustion 80mb 
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Chapter 6 Results 
-----------------

Avtlrago number cI pin .. ~bove tI1reahold temperatures 
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Figure 6-44: Average number of pl~els above threshold temperalures across the range 

The soot concentration results are presented in a similar way, using two threshold Kl values 

Kl = 4 can be considered a low soot concentration level and Kl=11 can btl considered a 

high soot concentrat ion level Th€ scale is better understood by examining the processed 

image example at the beginning of the section 
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Figure 6_45: Range of flame area above KL" 4 for the Combustion Bomb 
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Chapter 6 Res,lIis 
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Figure 6-46: Range of flame area above KL = 11 for the Combustion Bomb 
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Figure 6-47: Average number of pixels above threshold KL values across the range 

Due to the relatively small number of images captured irl the combustion bOrll b, th<3 

sequence of images is shown over the followirlg two pages fo r a visual compansorl between 

the test fue ls Ali lmag<3s irl the sequence are included except for the first arld last images 

which show a rleg ligible amount of lumlrlOslty and have therefore been omitted from thiS 

visual comparisorl Orl ly one Inlage per test point is shown and the 'Images do correspond to 

th<3 data points Orl the graphs. The time delay given In brackets below each ,m age represerlts 

the time after the irlJection Signal beglrlS that the camera was triggered. The graphs indICating 

th<3 range of inlages over time use th iS time scale as well 
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Figure 6-48: Sequence of images from the Combustion Bomb of the reference fuel 
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Ch~pter 6 Res,lIts 

Model-2 (1 ,19ms) Model_ 1.5 (1.215 m s) Mode!- 3 (1,32 ms) 

, , " - - --,; l. ,\ 
Model_ 4 (1.47 ms) Mode! - 5 (1 ,62 ms) Mode! - 6 (1. 78 ms) 
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Figure 6-49: Sequence of images from the Combustion Bomb of the model fuel 
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ChIJpter 7: U'SGUSSioli of Results 
---------------------

7. Discussion of results 

7. 1. Discussion of Hydra engine test results 

The engine test resu lts highlight some of the main differences between Ihe test fuels and 

show why the different timi ng settings were chosen The higher cetane number of the model 

fuel resu lted In start of combustion occurring 0.8 crank artgle degrees earlier than the 

reference fuel , Th is is shown in the pressure graphs of section 6.1 Shortly after SOC , the 

model fuel consistent ly exhibits an apparent de~iation in the pressure trace between TDC 

and approximately 5 degrees after TOe. This can be better defined as a region where the 

local rate of change of pressure following the onset of combustion of the model fuel is 

smaller than the local rate of change of pressure following the onset of combustion of the 

reference fuel Due to the earl ier combustion, the model fuel reaches a higher peak pressure 

and the pressure t race is also considerably smoother at the peak. This can be attributed to 

less fuel being available for premixed auto-ignit ion resu lting in a longer controlled combustion 

phase, For this reason the rate of heat release is also consistently lower forthe model fuel , 

The second set of graphs represent a comparison of the reference fue l with the mOdel fuel 

operating at a timing setting retarded by 0_8 CAD. This results in identical SOC times for the 

two fuels which reduces the effect of the model fuel's htgh cetane number to achieve a more 

representative comparison of other fuel properties_ The dip in the pressure trace is still 

clearly present. represent ing the shorter premixed combustion phase, and now the peak 

pressure is very simi lar between the two fuels 

When the timing IS reta rded a further 0,8 CAD for the model fuel, a significantly lower peak 

pressure is realised The dip In the pressure trace is conSistent with the other data and the 

pressure trace is still smoother than the reference fuel 

The IMEP data shows a slight increase in power when running on the model fuel at low loads 

and slight loss of power at higher loads. However. the differences are very small but can 

possibly be attributed to the difference in density and ~ i scosity between the fuels. A non

proportional fuell ing response has been noticed before with simi lar fuels (Friess et al , 2003) 

At low load the Injection duration is very short and the lower ~iscosity of the model could 

result in lower pressure losses in the injector nozzle, thus increasing the injected quantity 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

This effect would occur at small needle lifts when the injector is opening and closing. The 

slightly better vaporisation properties of the model fuel could also contribute to the low load 

IMEP advantage exhibited by the model fuel. 

As the injection duration is increased there becomes a longer period of full needle lift where 

the effect of viscosity is less significant. The lower density of the model fuel would then 

become dominant as less fuel would be entering the combustion chamber over the set 

injection duration. Although the model fuel has a slightly higher energy content by mass, the 

lower density is expected to result in a net power loss. A close examination of the energy-in 

columns in the results tables will reveal that these results are consistent with the IMEP 

results. Energy-in is calculated from the fuel mass flow rate, engine speed and energy 

content of the specific fuel. At low loads the model fuel test results exhibit slightly higher 

energy-in figures, and indeed higher IMEP results. At higher loads the energy-in of the model 

fuel drops due to the lower fuel mass flow rate and consequently the IMEP drops as a result. 

Fuel consumption by mass was lower in all cases for the model fuel; however at low loads 

the difference was very small. The difference increased with load. This result is expected 

because the injection duration remains constant between the tests of the two fuels and 

therefore a lower density would result in less fuel being injected over that period. As the 

injection duration is increased, so the difference in the injected quantities becomes greater. 

These trends are shown very clearly and consistently in the results. 

In summary the engine test results are consistent with what should be expected based on 

the theory of the different fuel properties. The repeat test of the reference fuel demonstrates 

good repeatability of the test equipment. The results confirm that the experimental set up 

was sufficiently accurate to distinguish between the two test fuels. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

7.2. Discussion of Hydra engine image results 

The results show the effect of the model fuel's high cetane number very clearly by 

consistently indicating earlier combustion of the model 1 test batch. An unexpected, but very 

interesting result is the apparent dip in the model fuels temperature area results compared to 

the reference fuel in the early stages of combustion. This was first noticed in the cylinder 

pressure results and is consistently evident in the image analysis. 

The model fuel shows early and high initial flame temperature areas due to the premixed 

combustion phase. The high cetane number would result in a shorter ignition delay and 

consequently less time for a premixed fuel mixture to form before auto-ignition. The premixed 

phase is therefore shorter. It appears that a drop in pressure and temperature is noticed 

once this is consumed before the diffusion combustion phase takes over. The results show 

that the model fuel has lower flame temperature areas than the reference fuel during 

injection, but these rise significantly after injection stops. In some cases the model fuel 

shows higher flame temperature areas than the reference fuel after injection stops. 

As the injection timing is retarded, one would expect that cylinder pressure and temperature 

would decrease and that soot formation would increase based on conventional wisdom. In 

exhaust emission literature this effect results in the well known NOx-particulate trade off. 

The temperature results consistently show that the model 1 test batch is greater than model 

2 which is greater than model 3. The bar graphs are a good indication of the steady drop in 

the temperature results as the injection timing is retarded, and hence place a lot of 

confidence in these results. An increase in the soot concentration levels as injection timing is 

retarded is clearly noticed in the 50% and 70% load KL value graphs, which further 

strengthens this point and adds value to the results. At higher loads the results become less 

convincing due to the reasons discussed below. 

The relative temperature results are consistent across the load range; however the flame 

area above the threshold temperatures decreases as load increases, contrary to what should 

be expected. This can largely be attributed to very high soot formation in the Hydra Engine at 

higher loads. The 50% load data can therefore be considered the most accurate and reliable 

as the effect of soot deposits on the endoscope window has been shown to be negligible 

here. The step in the data at the 10 CAD point is indicative of the soot deposit effect on the 

window because the window was cleaned at this point. It is very interesting to see how the 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

increase in load affects the sooting of the window and in turn how this affects the results of 

the two-colour method. As this project is an investigation of the method and not an in depth 

study of the fuels, the results have been left to show the window sooting effects. The results 

also show how the soot deposits affect the KL value results more than the flame temperature 

results. It would be advisable to try and limit the effect of window sooting by better 

combustion chamber design in future testing. 

The results across the range make it difficult to conclude which fuel burns with higher flame 

temperature areas than the other, because this varied over the combustion process. Initially 

the model fuel is higher but then drops below the reference fuel. In the after burn phase of 

combustion the two fuels are very similar with the model fuel showing higher flame 

temperature areas in some cases. To summarise the results, the bar graphs present the data 

as a collective average across the entire testing range. These results consistently show that 

the reference fuel has a higher number of pixels above both threshold temperatures than the 

model fuel at all load points. The repeated reference fuel test also correlates well with the 

initial test, except at the 100% load point where the repeated test should be considered the 

more accurate one. A large drop in the flame temperature areas is noticed as the injection 

timing is retarded for the model fuel and this trend is consistently reflected in the results. 

The image analysis results presented here are always an indication of flame area above 

threshold temperatures and hence are heavily influenced by flame area in the photograph. It 

can therefore be expected that a large degree of cycle to cycle variation would be reflected in 

the results. Even with a large number of data points with statistical averaging and smoothing, 

the results show a large degree of variation across the range. It is however encouraging that 

despite this, the detected difference between the fuels is larger than the deviation due to 

cycle to cycle variation. This confirms that the method is effective for the comparison of fuels, 

but could be improved by a high speed camera that could capture the full range over one 

cycle. The potential for a more in depth numerical analysis exists by accessing the raw data 

and comparing zones of equal flame area. The present system allows only a visual 

representation of the spatial flame temperature and soot concentration information. 

A close study of figures 6-13 and 6-14 reveal that relatively low temperatures are detected in 

the area of the injector spray plume and higher temperatures occur further away from the 

spray. This can be explained by the onset of sooting combustion occurring at the head of the 

jet and the better mixing which occurs on the periphery of the combustion bowl. The soot 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

concentration image shows high soot concentration levels in the areas of low flame 

temperature. This is consistent with the theory that the rich fuel mixtures in the area of the 

injector spray result in high soot formation. As the soot burns and moves away from the fuel 

spray which is still driving in, the luminosity increases and consequently the flame 

temperature. The processed images presented are therefore consistent with conventional 

wisdom of the combustion process in a diesel engine. These images also reflect differences 

in flame area due to the turbulence in the combustion chamber. This is a weakness of the 

method as these differences become encapsulated in the results and are not entirely due to 

fuel property differences. This problem has been addressed in this project by collecting many 

images over the range and repeating them three times. It is then assumed that after 

statistical averaging and smoothing of the results that the effect of varying flame areas is less 

significant. The ability to process specific zones of images would further improve the results 

and is a feature of newer software developments by AVL, not available in this study. 

The soot concentration results also show a distinct difference between the test fuels. The 

model fuel shows very high soot concentration levels after the premixed combustion phase. 

This result was also concluded by Ng et al. (2005) in the comparison of a synthetic bio diesel 

with conventional diesel using the two-colour method. The model fuel soot concentration 

results indicate further that the higher soot concentration levels than the reference fuel 

become similar and often lower in the after burn phase where it appears that the model fuel 

burns the soot more completely towards the end of the range. This is possibly due to the low 

aromatic content of the model fuel. This results in higher flame temperature areas and lower 

soot concentration areas with the model fuel at the end of combustion relative to the 

reference fuel, despite lower initial flame temperature areas. This observation is however not 

apparent in all of the data presented and is therefore not conclusive. 

This observation could be used as a plausible explanation for the results presented in the 

literature review where similar model fuels were found to show significant improvements in 

both NOx and particulate engine out emissions. To reduce NOx emissions, one would expect 

lower peak cylinder temperatures, however to reduce particulate emissions one would expect 

that higher temperatures would be required to burn the soot more completely. 

The results of this investigation would suggest that the model fuel achieved such desirable 

combustion properties more effectively than the reference fuel. The fact that this sort of in

cylinder combustion information can be revealed by this technique makes it a very promising 

method for further comparative fuel research. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

The additional testing series in the Hydra engine revealed some interesting results. Many of 

these results were used to cross check the results of series 1 and are not actually presented 

individually. Series 3 proved to be an effective measure of the rate at which soot deposits 

form on the endoscope window and the corresponding effect on the measured temperature. 

While the results were not entirely consistent across the load range, the 50% load point 

results reveal quite convincingly that the model fuel showed no effect of soot build up on the 

window, where the reference fuel showed a slight drop in measured temperature as soot 

formed. It also appears that as the timing was retarded, the model fuel began to show effects 

of window sooting. At higher loads the sooting effect was similar between the fuels and 

significantly increased with load. 

The visual comparison presented in figure 6-37 shows illuminated images of the fuel injector 

spray as injection begins. The brightness of the images is only a consequence of the flash 

light and the soot deposits on its lens. The interesting comparison lies in the shape of the 

injection plume. The model fuel appears to have a finer and more widely dispersed fuel 

spray. This is possibly due to faster vaporisation of the model fuel due to its distillation 

properties. This could result in better fuel mixing in the combustion chamber. 

Figure 6-38 shows a similar investigation at the onset of sooting combustion. It is important 

to remember at this point that only sooting combustion is detected by this method and this is 

not representative of auto-ignition. The images show that sooting combustion begins in the 

vapours at the end of the injection plume and progresses around the periphery of the plume. 

Most of the flame area occurs at the end of the injector plume which develops into a large, 

round area of flame. No conclusive differences can be noted from the combustion; however 

the spray plumes seem to be slightly different. The spray plume of the model fuel appears to 

be more slender with a smaller cone angle. Considering that the white spray represented in 

the images indicate liquid fuel droplets, it can be speculated that the model fuel has 

vaporised more readily around the periphery of the spray plume. It is acknowledged that 

image analysis alone is not sufficient to be conclusive on these speculations. 

At this pOint it is interesting to compare the images of the start of sooting combustion with 

figure 2-1 by Musculus and Cicone (2005) presented in the theoretical background. The 

images appear to be consistent regarding the area where sooting combustion begins. These 

images are also consistent with the Dec model for diesel combustion in a direct injection 

diesel engine. (Dec, 1997) 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

7.3. Discussion of the Combustion Bomb results 

When analysing the results from the Combustion Bomb one must consider that there is no 

turbulence or swirl in the bomb as there would be in an engine. The large combustion 

chamber also reduces the effect of the spray plumes interacting with the wall. This is clearly 

shown in the images which show very neat and uniform spray plumes. The images make for 

an interesting visual comparison between the test fuels with the reference fuel being visibly 

brighter. It is also interesting to notice the combustion of the injector sac volume at the end of 

the image sequence. The numerical results from the bomb are presented in the same way as 

the engine results; however they are based on much fewer data points. The temperature 

results are very interesting and reveal information that is not as clear in the engine results, 

possibly due to turbulence. 

It appears that large deviations in the temperature areas over the injection range could 

represent the different phases of combustion. The premixed combustion phase appears to 

be represented by a sharp rise in the initial temperature area results. This rise is larger and 

lasts longer for the reference fuel. The shorter premixed phase of the model fuel was 

discussed in the engine results section, but its effect is shown more clearly in the optical 

bomb results. Both fuels show a drop in the temperature area readings after some time and 

both rise again, possibly representing the mixing controlled combustion phase. 

This is plausible considering the long injection duration of 1 ms in the Combustion Bomb tests 

which is consistent with 100% load in the engine. The model fuel temperature areas remain 

lower than the reference fuel until injection stops. The model fuel registers higher 

temperature area results in the later stages of the range which is consistent with the trends 

observed in the engine. This adds credibility to the observation that although the model burns 

initially with lower temperature areas than the reference fuel, it appears to burn better in the 

latter stages of combustion. It is reasonable to speculate that this would result in better 

exhaust emission performance as suggested in the previous section. 

The collective temperature results across the range are presented in a bar graph which is 

consistent with the engine test results. The model fuel has fewer pixels above the threshold 

temperatures than the reference fuel. 

The soot concentration results show some trends that are similar to those seen in the engine. 

Initially the soot concentration of the model fuel is lower, but it rises above the reference fuel 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

as combustion progresses, although this appears to occur later in the bomb results than in 

the engine. Significantly the model fuel shows slightly lower soot concentration levels at the 

last data point than the reference fuel. It is encouraging that the Combustion Bomb results 

have to some extent verified the trends observed in the engine results and in literature. 

7.4. Critique of the AVL image data analysis method 

The results reveal that a great deal of information is contained in the images, and particularly 

in the processed images. Considering that each pixel in each image is assigned a specific 

temperature and KL value, it must be said that the presented method of extracting the 

numerical image data is disappointing. If the number of pixels above certain thresholds is the 

only numerical data that can be gained form this method, its usefulness for a detailed fuel 

comparison is considerably diminished. 

If an array of data containing the temperature value of each pixel in the 640 x 480 image 

could be extracted, it would open up the possibility of significantly more detailed numerical 

comparison techniques. The following data analysis procedures would add considerable 

value to this method as a fuel comparison tool: 

• A comparison of temperature and KL values within specific equal area zones of the 

flame. Spatial flame information could then be represented by generating average 

temperature or KL values for a number of zones in the spray plume. The effect of 

different flame areas would then be eliminated, thus directly representing true results. 

• Numerical averaging of each pixel over a number of repeated images taken on 

different test runs. The current software can only do this for repetitions taken on the 

same test run. 

• An image representing the difference in flame temperature or soot concentration 

between two fuels could be generated by subtracting the individual pixel values of two 

averaged combustion images of the test fuels. 

• Representation of soot concentration directly as a volume fraction rather than the 

indirect KL value which is proportional to soot concentration. 

A recently updated software package from AVL has the ability to do the abovementioned 

detailed data analysis, and is therefore essential to realise the full potential of the two-colour 

method as a technique for comparing fuels. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of Results 

7.5. Comparison of the method applied in the engine and bomb 

It is interesting to compare the virtues and shortfalls of the two-colour method applied to the 

engine compared to the Combustion Bomb. The main advantages and disadvantages of the 

two applications as experienced in this investigation are summarised below: 

Advantages of the two-colour method applied to an engine: 

• The ability to capture images consecutively over many cycles. 

• Good statistical averaging over many data points. 

• Very close proximity of the endoscope window to the flame. 

• Genuine engine conditions. 

Disadvantages of the two-colour method applied to an engine: 

• Soot deposits form of the endoscope window over time and reduce its transmissivity. 

• Turbulence and swirl in the combustion chamber vary the flame area from cycle to 

cycle resulting in erratic results. 

• Only a small portion of the combustion chamber can be viewed. 

Advantages of the two-colour method applied to the Combustion Bomb: 

• The endoscope is not affected by soot deposits. 

• No turbulence or swirl in the bomb results in very consistent images with similar and 

repeatable flame areas over a number of experiments. 

• The entire combustion chamber can be viewed. 

Disadvantages of the two-colour method applied to the Combustion Bomb: 

• Only one image can be captured per experiment without a high speed camera. 

• The endoscope is further away from the flame and on the outside of a thick sapphire 

window. Although sapphire has excellent light transmission properties, this could 

possibly cause a reduction in the measured flame temperature and soot 

concentration results. 

• The combustion chamber is significantly larger than an engine resulting in a very 

small pressure rise due to the diesel combustion. This makes it difficult to compare 

and attach value to the resulting pressure data. 

• Wall reflections from the stainless steel combustion chamber influence the image. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

8. Conclusions 

Based on the foregoing information and results, the following conclusions were drawn from 

this research: 

• Combustion imaging can be conducted effectively in both an engine and Combustion 

Bomb in this laboratory and analysed by the two-colour method. 

• This technique has proved to be effective for the purpose of comparing different fuels 

as significant differences were established in the results. Some of these differences 

can be explained by the fuel properties of the two test fuels, while some other 

differences observed hold possible new insight into in-cylinder combustion 

phenomena not yet fully understood. 

• The optical results revealed that the reference fuel exhibited higher collective flame 

temperature areas over the combustion range; however the flame area at high 

temperature of the model fuel was found to be slightly higher in certain phases of the 

combustion range. Specifically this is at the start of combustion and generally after 

injection stops. 

• The results obtained from the engine and the Combustion Bomb concur by 

demonstrating similar trends with respect to the difference between the two test fuels. 

The combustion bomb results verify the engine results to a large extent and hold 

additional useful information. 

• A number of speculative conclusions were suggested in the discussion of the 

previous section regarding the differences observed between the two fuels. While this 

project is not a detailed study of the fuels themselves, these results confirm the 

potential of this method. 

• The method of extracting the numerical image results used in this project contains 

little value compared to what can potentially be achieved with improved software 

abilities. The results presented are heavily dependant on flame area and reveal no 

spatial information of the flame structure. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

• The ability to extract more numerical information from the processed images is limited 

by the lack of data access features of the software version used in this project. A 

more detailed fuel comparison could be achieved if the raw data assigned to each 

processed image pixel could be accessed. 

• The engine test results are limited by soot deposits on the endoscope window. This is 

increasingly significant at higher loads. 

• The combustion bomb results are limited by the relatively small number of images 

that can be collected in a reasonable amount of time. 
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Chapter 9: Recommendations 

9. Recommendations 

While this project has been successful in achieving what it set out to do, it has highlighted 

areas that need to be improved to realise the potential of this method to compare and 

characterise different fuels more effectively using this technique. 

On the basis of the above conclusions and results, the following recommendations are made 

to further improve the quality of the images and the data generated: 

• Engine testing should be conducted at low loads only with the current system to limit 

the effect of soot deposits on the endoscope window. 

• The combustion chamber design of the Hydra engine could be improved significantly 

to limit soot formation which would result in better flexibility of the optical system. It is 

recommended that the system be modified to represent a modern passenger car 

diesel engine. Specifically this would involve replacing the cylinder head with a four 

valve unit and a centrally placed injector and combustion bowl. 

• Acquisition of ThermoVision Advanced V1.2 would improve the ability to process 

combustion images. Significantly it would enable images to be divided into specific 

zones of equal area and then process these zones separately. This would help to 

reduce the effect of cycle to cycle variation and differences in flame area. It also 

contains improved statistical functions and automation of the processing procedure. 

The ability to directly access the information contained in each pixel makes the 

potential data analysis unlimited. 

• More data needs to be collected from the Combustion Bomb. 

This can be achieved by the acquisition of a high speed camera that is capable of 

capturing a sequence of images for each experiment. Alternatively consecutive 

experiments need to be conducted more quickly by an automated filling procedure. 

• The repeatability of the bomb experiments can be improved by better metering of the 

fill pressures and a more accurate temperature control. The ability to accurately 

predict the temperature of the bomb at injection needs to be further developed. 
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Appendix 1 

Additional operating instructions for the AVL Visioscope. 

The basic operating procedures for the hardware and software are detailed in the supp lier's 

manual. The following essenlial delails are nol clear in the manual and have been 

establ,shed through e~perlence gained in Ihis projecl and support from AVL 

Some of the Information here is specific to the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboralory test rig 

used in this prOject 

1) Tnggenng the correct cycle 

The Visloscope reli€s on accurale crank angle informalion to tngger the camera at the 

correcl times as specified by the user. The Hydra engine is set up wllh an AVL crank angle 

encoder This musl be sello read at a resolul lon of 0,1 CA The Trig and COM lones must be 

connected to the light unit as IndICated In the manual The AVL Indiset 620 dala acquisition 

system is also connecled 10 Ihis encoder via a separale cable 

In Ihe Camera Control Dialogue, ensure that the trfgger IS set to 'l ight unit' 

The trigger seltings are done in Ihe Lfght Unit Control dialogue 

The Irlgger can be set to Even', 'Odd' or 'Aulo' As the engine IS operating a four stroke 

cycle, one cycle consists of two revolutions, The Ifghl unil cannollherefore ensure Ihat it is 

Iriggering on Ihe combuslion cycle wh€re Ihe flames occur, If your record comes out 

complelely black, it is because the camera has been triggered on the exhaust stroke 

Recommended procedure to avoid this 

Sel the Irigger to 'EVEN" 

Ensure Ihallhe AVl lnd,set is runn ing on oscilloscope mode 

Take a small lest record in Ihe flame zone 10 determine if Ihe cycle Irigger is correct 

Unfortunately th is first step IS trial and error. 

Once you have established whether the system IS running on EVEN or ODD, you can 

continue lesling on Ihat seiling provided Ihat the AVL Indiset is not stopped If you have to 

reslart Ihe Oscilloscop€ mode for whatever reason, simply swilch over the Irigger from ODD 

10 EVEN or vice versa, 
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A top to Insure that the oscil loscope does not stop between lens cleaning breaks is to follow 

the shut down procedure below: 

• SWitch off injection 

• Wind down speed to a stop quickly 

• Press the red STOP button immediately as the ertgine stops. 

CAUTION: Without pressing the stop button, the engine will stitt lend to turn very 

slowly, even when lhe speed dial is at zero. This can be very dangerous when 

removing the endoscope. 

Never leave an endoscope, plug or light probe in the engine unsecured. If the engine 

turns it will become a dangerous high speed projectile. 

• When the endoscope IS ready again press the green START button 

• Wind up the speed immediately 

• The Oscil loscope should resume normal ly without user input 

If it needs to be manually started, the cycle trigger has been reversed 

There is however a function of the Light Unit that can determine the co.-rect cycle 

automatically, but it requires a cylinder pressure signal to be connected to the ANALOGUE 

IN socket of the light unit II this IS available. set the trigger to 'Auto ' 

I have found th iS to be unrel l a~e and recommend the manual method described previously 

2) Endoscope Cooling 

\NIlile the importance of endoscope cool ,ng is clearly described in the manual, some further 

notes should be observed There is a safety CIrCUit to ensure that there is an adequate air 

pressure supply for the cooling of the endoscope when in use. This is wired to the 

emergency stop SWitch on the ertgine ood. There is a sWitch on the engine bed table to 

bypass this system when the Visioscope IS not in use 

NB: This system only ensures that there is air pressure. You still need to manually 

open the endoscope tap to have air flow through the endoscope. To make this system 

'fool proof' a safety system that requires air pressure and air flow will have to be 

developed, 
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Il ls advisable to have ai r flowlrlg al all times when the endoscope is in the engine. Do not 

leave it in a stationary hot engine or let the engine run for extended periods with the 

endoscope in place, It takes about 30 seconds before the wmdow is completely covered In 

soot. therefore it is unnecessary to expose the endoscope to combust ion temperatures for 

any period exce€dlrlg this 

Even with cooling air, the endoscope gets qUite hot 

3) Creating a reference image for Thermo Vision: 

The manual irKJicates that a dark level image should be used as a reference image for the 

ThermoVision image processing functions 

A dark level image is an averaged 'Image which shows an image without flames In order to 

subtract the camera noise when there is no light displayed on the camera sensor Camera 

nOise IS related to the sensor temperature of the camera in the test bed 

Create a record of dark level image~ after you have recorded the flame images with the 

running engine ThiS can be done either at exhaust TDC or at a crank angle when there are 

no flames in the combustion chamber, The fo lloWing procedure IS recommended: 

• Name: Dark Record 

• Set the recording start angle to -100 CAD 

• TICk the 'Sing le' checl<box 

• Specify 25 repetitions 

You now have a record of 25 dark Images Create a single averaged image from this by 

uSing the m age processing function 'Average from Repetitions 

Save this image as your reference image and use It for thermo graphiC analysis of the 

images taken at the same time arKJ operating settings 

Measurement Program will ask yw to specify a reference image 

The Flame Temperature 
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4) Saturation and exposure 

One of the critical requirements fo r thermo graphic analysIs is that the images must not be 

saturated Saturated zones wi ll be ca lculated at a temperature of over 3QOOK 

It is however important that the exposure time be set as high as pOSSible before saturation 

occurs This needs to be done by trial and error to determine the best useable exposure for a 

particular setting 

Be careful to check all three colours for saturation The intenSity histogram gi~es an average 

of the colours which can be misleading. Red usually saturates fi rst and should be cheeked 

Alternall~ely the Detect Saturation ' function can be used to display saturated zones in bright 

pmk. This works even if only one co lour IS saturated 

As you mouse over the picture, the intensity for each colour is shown in brackets beneath the 

,mage An intensity of 4095 is saturated 

,-,,-" ...... ... '"~~., 

- ---~, -
Figure A1·1, Detecting image saturation 
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5) Calibration 

Be aware th~t there is a different calibration file fo r each combination of endoscope and 

camera lens. These files are on the Visioscope CD in folders indic~ting for which endoscope 

and lens they are for Depending on your particular choice copy the correct calibration file 

Into the C-drive root directory of the computer, 

This file is used when running the ThermoVislOn calibration function. whICh needs to be done 

for each record be/ore the Diesel FI~me Temperature function can be used 

When using the Diesel Flame Temperature function , you are presented with an option to 

'Add detailed c~llbr~tion info If ticKed, this will add the calibration information to the protocol 

window of the temperature record This is also saved as ~ text file amongst the images This 

is recommended as you can then check If the correct callbratron file has been used It will 

Indicate which endoscope and lens it is cal ibrated fo r 

NB: The calibration files issued with Visioscope Version 1.0 are inaccurate! 

The ~der calibration file (VI 0) uses an intensity th resho ld of 800 Instead of the more 

reasonable 64 of VI I, (This is a oog of VI 0) With this high threshold many v~lid data 

POints are disregarded , whICh skews the calibration statistics and leads to different calibration 

va lues and therefore ~ shift in the temperature field The shift amounts to about 150 - 200-K 

(Tile calibration flies IfI Version 1 2 ere tile same es Version 1, 1.) The error was discovered 

in this project and a comparison of the effect is illustrated below for the same flame image' 

Fig"", A 1-2: The effect of the bug in Thermo Vision 1,0 
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6) Dynamic Temperature Quantification 

INhen using the Diesel Flame Temperature fullClion, in the same dialogue box as the above 

calibration information you are presented with an option 'Dynamic Temperature 

Quantification ' There is no reference to this in the manual 

This function does not affect the average temperature values but wil l change the extreme 

high and low values. As detailed In the next point, temperature values are averaged into 7 

dasses. The effect of Dynamic Temperature Ouant~icatl on IS that 

• The lowest values are raised to the nearest partial average 

• The highest values are iowered to the nearest partial average 

This will affed the histogram data and the temperature pictures It is recommended not to 

use this function for nornlal analysis An example of the effect is shown below 

Figure Al_3: The effect of Dynamic Temperature Quantification 

7) Understanding the Thermo Vision temperature output. 

Initially the Diesel Flame Temperature IS displayed for each image in seven collJmns with the 

heading T1 to T7 This refers to the fol lowing , 

• T1 indicates the mean temperature VallJe in Kelvin of the coldest 15% 

• T2 indicates the mean temperature value in Kelvin of the next 15% 

• Continues as above 

• T7 indicates the mean temperature value in Kelvin of the hottest 15% 
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8) Processing more useful data 

The image processing Histogram fUllctioo can be used 011 any image, You are asked to 

specify arld starting pcint. ending point and number of steps The output is the number of 

pixels at a certa lll intensity Th is is arranged in columns depending on your input at the 

beglrlnwog 

For a temperature image this functiort cart still be used Although it slil l irtdicates irttensity, it 

IS actually working ill degrees Kelvm This is irtcJ;cated nowhere Irl the manual or software 

but has been confirmed by Peter Werlberger of AVL 

For example. Set the starting point to 2000, the end prnnt to 2800 alld specify 16 steps. 

The histogram will give neatly spaced columllS of 50· K from 2000 to 2800 and Wlil contalrl 

the number of pixe ls in that temperature lOne 

Similarly for soot concentratlorl images, intenSIty" actually refers to the soot cOllcentral101l 

factor Kl 

Unfortunatety this data cannot be exported d ; rec~ y to Excel''', but can be saved as a text file 

This can then be imported to Excel'" by the process: Data> import external data> Import 

data Some rearrarlging Will be necessary 

9) Using an external trigger 

The troggerlrtg software of the Visioscope is specifically designed for an engine using 

Information from a crank angle encoder, To capture arl image irl the Combustiorl Bomb, the 

camera needs to be triggered by a single pulse to capture a single image of the once off 

combustiort event The best way to do this is to develop an external trigger source alld 

conrlect it as fOllows 

Ullplug the cable ;CamTng' from the Light Unit socket (X20) 

Conrlect trl~1ger sigrlal to the ca~e CamTrog 

The signal must be TTL (trartsistor-transistor-Ioglc), active high 

A pulse of 5'1 and 1 ms durat ion is usually used 

The measuremerlt setup is 0 Repetitions , Single ON 

After pressing the record buttorl , the camera Will wait for 30 seconds In which time the signal 

must be activated to capture a single image, If no signal is received , the 'T ime ouf error 

message "";11 be displayed 
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Appendix 2 

Design modifications to the Hydra Engine 

For the purpose of comparing fuels. the accuracy of the IMEP measurement is critically 

important. The AVL Indiset data acquIsition system uses the pressure signal to calculate 

IMEP and thus relies on a smooth and accurate pressure trace. Previous to this project an 

uncooled Kistle r pressure transducer was used and Its performance was inadequate for 

reliable IMEP measurement 

1 Pressure transducer selection 

A direct injection diesel engine results In a very high pressure and temperature environment 

for a pressure transducer to work in It is highly recommended to select a water cooled 

piewelectric quark pressure transducer for best results. 

AVL has a wide range of such instruments and some are specifica lly designed for heavy duty 

diesel engines. The following pressure transducer was selected for use in these tests 

AVL QH32C Quartz Pressure Transducer 

Sensor for helNy (fuly fJpplicfJ/ioll 

Diesel/Gas engines 

Measurement Sensitivity 

2. Fitting the transducer in the engine 

IMEP Linearity 

The smallest coo led transducer , as selected here, has a diameter of 10mm, This IS 

significantly larger than the sleeve in the original Hydra engine design allows. In order to fit 

th is pressure transducer, the cyl inder head had to be removed and a larger sleeve designed. 

The sleeve for the pressure transducer passes through the water Jacket and enters the 

combustion chamber A larger sleeve would require a larger bore though the cylinder head 

which had to be carefulty designed so not cause a water leak Into the combustion chamber 
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The opening space in the combustion chamber is also limited as it is very close to the 

exhaust valve 

The original drawings were obtained from Ricardo 10 ensure that a larger sleeve could be 

safely incorporated into the cylinder head The sectional draWing below illustrates how the 

sleeve passes through the water jacket 

Figure A2·1: Or;glna l Cylinder head drawing 

Figure A2·2: New pressure transducer s leeve 

Given lhe constramts of the cylinder head a larger sleeve was designed and manufactured in 

Stainless Steel grade 316. The sleeve seals by means of a copper washer at the bottom and 

a double O-ring on Ihe top. After carefrj machining of the cylinder head, the sleeve was 

f itted With the sleeve in place. the pressure transducer can be easily fitted and removed 
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The image below shows the sleeve and pressure transducer fitter In the cy li noor head Valve 

stem seals were sourced and f itted as they were not fitt>3d as a standard Item on the Ricardo 

Hydra The design was successful and resu lted In a vastly improved pressure signal An 

example of the resulllPg pressure trace is also shown , It is however acknowledged that the 

pressure transducer still enters the combustion chamber at an angle Th'ls results in a wedge 

shaped void between the pressure transducer and the cyl inder head surface Due to space 

constraints It IS also exposed to the squish zone and no! the piston bowl These 

compromises result In the leve l of nOise that is sti ll apparen t in the pressure trace. 

Figure A2_3' Modified cylinder head with optical sleeves and pressure transducer 
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Figure A2·4: Example of the resulting pressure trace 
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Appendix 3 

Design modifications to the Combustion Bomb 

The Combustion Bomb was designed and bui lt at the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory as a 

previous MSc project This prOject was however incomplete at the time when it was requ ired 

lor the testing work in this project This project therelore Involved some design and a lot of 

final development work to comm ission the bomb in a suitably WOrking order The main tasks 

are described briefly below 

The be>mb was relocated, set up and re-w'l red in a professiooal manner, 

The exhaust va lve was changed from a needle valve to a ball val ve and proved to seal better 

and last longer It remains however a weak point of the bomb as It requires maintenance 

periodically 

A five way gas selection sw;tch valve was incorporated to streamline the fi lling procedure 

This eliminated the need to manually couple the separate gas pipes to fi ll the be>mb for each 

experiment, Although the process IS st ill manual , It is now conSIderably easier and quicker to 

operate 

The control system of the electric motor driving the h~h pressure fuel pump was re-des~ned 

to eliminate electre>magnetic nojse that was interfering with the instruments 

An electronic system was required to trigger the camera as no crank arrgle encoder signal 

was available to mput to the Vis ioScope Furthermore the system had to be variable such 

that the camera can be trggered at incremental points during the diesel combustion process 

in order to capture a sequence of Images 

An electronic Circuit was desgned and built which used the injector signal as an input. A 

variable resistor is used to adjust the delay after the injection Signal before a trigger signal is 

given as an output to the VisioScope This system proved to work very well and the lDms 

range al lows the entire comOustion range to be captured 

An accurately marked manual dial with a time scale was fitted to the ComOustion Bomb 

control panel whIch allowed lor easy and repeatable adjustment 01 the delay_ 
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The "rcui! diagram of !tIE! cam6la higgef de~ lce IS 91~en below 
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Figure AJ · I : Circuit dllg.am 10. Ihc Combusl ion Bomb Camera t.igger 
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